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AcTivA., WHEN ALL THE
Easy QUESTIONs HAvE
BEEN
D.

As activity based management matures into a core
process in your company, you will be faced with new and
questions requiri ng innovative solutions. One of these will "'"
finding software that provides the flexibility of ABC modeling tools
and the computing power of enterprise -wide business applications.
We have the answer — ACTIVAT" .

Price Waterhouse can help

you answer your tough cost

Price Waterhouse developed ACTIVA for large co
organizations with ambitious cost management im
ntation
plans. To illustrate, ACTIVA has been used to ins
nt
company -wide ABM at a major insurance company.,ACTIVA
has been used to reengineer the budgeting process a major
telecommunications company. ACTIVA is the cornerstone of a
multiple site ABM rollout in a multi - national automobile corgi >.

management questions.
Call us today to find out how.

ACTIVA is a true client/server business application built on
the Oracle® relational database and capable of running under

UNIX® or Windows -NT**. ACTIVA facilitates the construction of
multiple periods, multiple business unit models in a single database,
thereby enabling period- to-period and site- to-site comparisons at
the click of a mouse. Additional features include large model
management, unlimited simultaneous user access and a sophisticated
security architecture.
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UNIX* is a regis tered trademark in the United States and other c ountries licensed exc lus ively through X•Open Company. Orac le• is a regis tered trademark of Orac le Corpomtian.
Price Waterhouse LLP is herein referred to as Price Waterhouse.
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your complimentary copy of 10 Rules for Hiring
Great Employees. Developed by the staffing
specialists at accountants on call and
ACCOUNTANTS EXECUTIVE SEARCH, this 16 -page
guide gives you practical "insider" recruitment
techniques on how to identify and hire the
right candidates. With this booklet, you'll get
the latest tips on how to:
• Maintain an available base
of qualified candidates
• Prepare yourself and your staff to conduct
highly - effective interviews
• Sell great candidates on your organization
• Get beyond the "halo effect"
• Ask the tough questions and pursue
vague answers
• Recognize key warning signs and much more
Take control of

the hiring process —
call for your
10 Rules today.

accountants
on call'

1 (800) 327- 1117ext282

ff,4ES

Visit our Web site at http: / /www.aocnet.com

EXECUTNE SEARCH'
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30REENGINEERINGINTHEREALWORLD
BY ANTHONY J KLIMAS, CMA
When Cummins Engine Company decided
to rebuild its accounts payable processing,
those involved learned how reengineering
works in the real world. The lessons concerning the design phase, the system, and
the people involved are presented here.

38NOWABCWASUSEDIN
Ig CAPITALBUDGETING

Anew marketingventureonN—
butwasitworth theinvestment?

38

20TRANSFERPRICINGWITHABC

0

BY STEVE COBURN, CPA; HUGH
GROVE, CPA; AND TOM COOK
A proposal for a capital investment in a TV
"cybermall" was near acceptance based
upon a broad business case forecast, but
after the CFO successfully argued for a
more detailed analysis of the project —
using activity -based costing and benchmarking—it was rejected. Here's how the
analysis was carried out.
Certificateof Merit

BY ROBERT S. KAPLAN, DAN WEISS,
AND EYAL DESHEH
A multinational pharmaceutical company
solved its transfer pricing problems
through the use of activity -based costing.
The success of its experiment led to a dramatic reduction in the conflicts among
marketing and manufacturing managers.

Cover:IMAlaunches
recognitionprogram(CFM)
forfinancialmanagement.
Seep.41.
(overbyPeter(ampbelland
BobGrant,NYC.

AnewuseforABC:solvingtransfer
pricingproblems.

20
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Our business management system not only shows you
where your organization has been, it shows you where to go.

,)1996 L&—n Wl.sm

( And, more importantly, where not to go.)
LAWSON INSIGHT' Business
Management System is a powerful tool that
takes the uncertainty out of strategic decision making.
By incorporating activity-based management capabilities into both the
financial and operational sides of your business, LAWSON INSIGHT can deliver
the comprehensive information needed to make smarter decisions. Inefficiencies are exposed.
Mistakes are prevented. And sound ideas are supported by hard data, allowing even large organizations
to respond quickly to the marketplace. Plus, our fully integrated financials, human resources, procurement and supply
chain process suites ensure that everyone in the organization stays on course. LAWSON INSIGHT. Because the future can't wait.

E -mail: Editorial, mgmtacct @imanet.org; Advertising, ipceima @class.org.

SPECIAL SECTION
The Certified in Financial Management program, introduction by Clair Raubenstine, p. 49.

50THECERTIFIEDINFINANCIAL
✓ MANAGEMENT(CFM)PROGRAM

56IT'SNOTYOURFATHER'S
►� �MANAGEMENT�ACCOUNTING!

BY JAMES C. HORSCH, CMA
What is the CFM and why is it needed
now? An IMA committee vice president
and former ICMA Board of Regents chairman describes the genesis and development of the CFM program.

Columns
6 PERSPECTIVES

BY C.S."BUD" KULESZA, CMA, CFM,
AND GARY SIEGEL, CPA
Adapting to the technological changes
that are overturning traditional work patterns will require finance and accounting
staffs to be more accessible, to stop policing, and to become full partners on a
team.

Departments
16 NEWS

Setting accounting standards.

8GOVERNMENT
SEC p uts o ut final 10A rule.

10 CAREERS
Hirin g the righ t peo ple.

12 TAXES
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64 TECH FORUM
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Expense or capitalize training costs?

14 ETHICS
Are dining club s a perk or an abuse?

72CONTINUINGEDUCATION
A new member interest group for IMA
members working in small companies.
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It's
what's
under
the
sheets
that
counts.
Simply put, with F9 you can create any financial report.

Whenyou think of the perfect financial reporting

nd analysis tool, what do you imagine? Do you see it
eing flexible; providing graphs, fonts, color, and desk

)p published quality; calculating percentages, variances
nd ratios; and providing several other features you can't

F9 is a true WYSIWYG financial reporting
application that provides instant access to your general
ledger files.
You'll never type another GL figure into your
sprea dsheet again!
Basic financial statements can grow quickly and
easily into a sophisticated executive information system.
Complex consolidations and production reporting are

link of now but you will be desperate for the day you
,ant them? That's what we imagined, and we realized
� e�were�describing�a�spreadsheet:�a�spreadsheet�with
easy. Even budget preparation is streamlined with
otlinks to your accounting system.
Budget Write Back.
The result of that insight was F9.

F9 works with Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1 -2 -3 and
Quattro Pro for Windows and your accounting system.

Call today to get the power of F9 under your sheets!

800 -663 -8663 x 332
Phone 604-688-82 71
Fax 604. 688.1286
eMail pgra@synex.com
Web www.synex.com
Synex Systems Corp.
1188 West Georgia Street
Suite 800
Vancouver, BC
V6E 4A2
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"t he f ut ure of f i nanc i al re port i ng"
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SETTINGACCOUNTINGSTANDARDS
Many IMA members are involved in the preparation of external
financial statements and in so doing must be reasonably conversant with generally accepted accounting principles. Accordingly, while the IMA's main focus is not the establishment of accounting standards for external financial reporting, we are significantly involved in the process in terms of both intellectual
support and financial support.
In an effort to ensure our members' concerns with such standards are heard and considered in a serio us fashion, the IMA's Financial Reporting
Committee vigilantly monitors and responds to financial reporting proposals of the

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), the AICPA's Accounting Standards
Executive Committee, the Securities & Exchange Commission, the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC), and to other organizations who from time to
tim e make suc h pro po sal s. Thes e res po nse s are s umm ar iz

ed in MANAG EMENT
AccouNTING® and Focus and are available at the IMA website: www.imanet.org.
The Institute also provides financial support to the Financial Accounting Foundation (FAF) (the parent of the FASB) and to the IASC. This is done to ensure that
these private sector bodies have the financial resources to do their respective jobs,
And, we have IMA representatives who play important roles in the standardssetting process:
■ FAF Board of Trustees —Bill Parfet,
■ Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council (of the FASB) member —
Bill Ihlanfeldt,
■ Emerging Issues Task Force (of the FASB) member —Pete Jokiel, and
■ International Accounting Standards Committee board member—Jay Perrell.
In addition to our direct input as described above, last year the IMA released an
Issue Alert regarding the then heated debate about whether the FASB was functioning properly. The IMA's Issue Alert has been viewed as providing a constructive
assessment of the FASB as the appropriate accounting standards- setting private
sector body in the United States.
We believe in the FASB process and believe the private sector should show its
support, both in spirit and financially. Unfortunately, the corporate community has
been decreasing its financial support of the FASB. Recognizing this need, the IMA
has committed to increase its financial support of the FAF by 5 %.
I encourage you as individual IMA members to support the FASB and other standard- setting organizations. Get involved in responding to the FASB, IASC, and
other standard - setting organizations' proposals —they really are looking for meaningful input. Also, support them financially by purchasing their publications and encouraging your employer to contribute to the funding of the FASB and other standards- setting bodies. At one time or another, we may all take issue with some professional pronouncements — that's to be expected. But, if we fail to provide general
support, the likely outcome could be that accounting standards will be set in a regulatory environment, not in one that seeks a nonbiased answer.
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Deltek, we focus only on software for project - oriented
organizations. With over 2,000 customers and a stellar track

C o s t p o i n t : Th e C o m p l e t e P r o j e c t
En te rp ris e So l utio n
Unlike any other clienrjserver system, Costpoint delivers
integrated applications which are specially designed for project driven businesses. Costpoint's Project Enterprise modules collect labor
and cost transactions, allocate indirect cost to each project, compute
project revenue, track budgets, and prepare billings for every type
of project at every level. It combines these powerful accounting
modules with dozens of built-in applications to meet your financial
accounting, human resources, and materials management needs.
Only Costpoint can give your managers the information they
need to run their projects and manage the enterprise. Information
about project profitability, resource utilization, budget vs. actual,
purchase commitments, contract backlog, and much more can be
distributed or viewed on-line in a variety of reporting formats.

record since 1985, we'll stand by our products and support you
every step of the way.
Don't try to juggle your project enterprise with standard business
software. Call 1800-456-2009, or visit us at www.deltek.com
and find out more about the Costpoint Project Enterprise Solution,

Yeoi 2000 C ompliant
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Stephen Barlas, Editor

SECPUTSOUTFINALl0ARULE
After languishing for a few months
while more important matters floated
to the top of the out box, the Securities
& Exchange Commission rule (10A) on
auditor reporting of "illegal acts" finally
reached the pages of the Federal Register.This rule stemmed from the 1995
Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act and its requirement that auditors
first inform a company's management
of any illegal acts, and then the board
of directors when; 1) those acts are material, 2) senior management has not
taken timely or appropriate remedial
action, nor has the board of directors
forced management to do so, and 3) the
failure to take action is reasonably expected to warrant either a departure
from the auditor's standard audit report, or his resignation. The board is
then supposed to notify the SEC within
one day of receiving the auditor's complaint letter. If the auditor fails to get a
copy of the board's notification to the
SEC within the next 24 hours, it must
then send the complaint directly to the
SEC.
The controversial issue here has been
whether the SEC would make public
the auditor's notification to the SEC or
the communication from a board of directors. The SEC said those reports will
remain under wraps —which is to say
exempt from Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) requests —for a number of
reasons. Premature publication of allegations of this sort could compromise
an SEC investigation. They might
make it hard for corporate officials to
get a fair trial, if, in fact, any illegalities are actionable. Nor does the SEC
want to discourage any auditor from
forwarding full and complete facts out
of the belief that it might accrue some
liability from that report if it became
public. An unvarnished auditor's report
8
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could allow the SEC to get an investigation under way faster than might be
otherwise possible.
However, even though the auditor's
complaint letter may never become
public, the potential problems that
prompted it may get aired. If the auditor resigns, for example, the company
must file an 8 -K within five business
days of the resignation. Ditto, if the auditor is dismissed. The auditor has to
provide a separate letter to the SEC
saying whether it agrees with the company's version of events in its 8 -K.
The SEC says a company's board of
directors has two options: It can provide the actual 10A report or a summary of it. The company also can include
any narrative it deems necessary. If it
thinks the auditor's report is misleading, that opinion may be provided.

ESTATETAXCHANGE
TopsPRIORITYLIST
The chance of a big tax bill with both
capital gains and estate tax cuts, funded perhaps by the closure of some "loopholes," now seems a more distant possibility. Instead, there may be a small
series of one -issue bills. It is clear that
a couple of tax issues stand out at the
top of the priority list.
Some amelioration of the estate tax
laws is first and foremost. This issue
has become so popular that Democrats,
who have generally avoided estate tax
reform, are signing onto Republican reform bills. Even President Clinton has
gotten into the action. The first major
piece of legislation was S.2, introduced
on January 21. It was the omnibus tax
bill introduced by the Senate Republican leadership, chiefly Sen. William
Roth (R.- Del.), chairman of the Finance

Committee. That bill raised the current
$600,000 estate tax exemption to $1
million in units of $50,000 a year and
excluded from the estate tax the first
$1.5 million in value of certain qualified family -owned business or farm interests, and 50% of the value in excess
of $1.5 million. Then, on March 19, Sen.
Chuck Grassley (R. -Iowa) gave S. 2 a
couple of tweaks and introduced the
result as his own entrant in the estate
tax reform sweepstakes. A member of
the Finance Committee, Grassley has
been pitching his bill as a lifesaver for
middle - income business owners. Those
sponsoring Grassley's Estate Tax Relief
for the American Family Act are such
liberal Democrats as Sen. Byron Dorgan (D.-N.D.), and Max Baucus (D.Mont.). Grassley
actually raises the
exemption to
$1 million more
quickly than in S.2
in two $100,000
installments and
four of $50,000. He
also exempts the
first $1.5 million
Sen.Grassley
in qualified, family -owned business assets. But his next
step stops short of S.2. He would exempt 50% of the next $8.5 million in
family business assets. President Clinton's proposal is much narrower. It does
not touch the exemption level. Rather,
it offers more favorable interest rates
on the balance of tax owed than is currently offered. Many business groups
had been holding out for total repeal of
the estate tax. Sen. Jon Kyl (R.- Ariz.)
and Rep. Chris Cox (R.- Calif.) have a
bill which does that. And even though
Cox's bill has 100 -plus cosponsors in
the House, it is unlikely to pass the
House, much less get by the expected
Clinton veto. That explains why some
influential business lobbies such as the
Small Business Legislative Council
have changed their positions from "all
or nothing repeal" to "Grassley or bust."
The National Association of Manufacturers has been another repeal backer.
But Elwyn Darden, an NAM official,
notes, "We would not scorn a limited
relief bill." ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting fi-om
Washington, D.C.

MAS 90® is a tough act to follow. l
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installations, it's been called the most
popular midrange accounting package
ever developed.
But now there's Acui ty Financials"'
Accounting Software. And along with being the industry's
most powerful, flexible, scalable, full - featured accounting application going, Acuity Financials is the only one
built solely with Microsoft's latest tools and technology.
Which means that no other package is so uniquely
qualified to take full advantage of the power offered by
Microsoft®SQL S erver" and Wi nd ows NP.
With Acuity Financials, you get a highly
polished, intuitive, user - friendly interface.
Built -in FRx" and Crystal Reports® software.
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Even a choice o f preconfigured and

customizable financial reports.
As usual, we've included features
and technologies far beyond what you'd
expect. Like complete Internet and
Intranet readiness. Full Year -2000
Compliance. All with the scalability you need for a
system that can grow with you.
Impressive, to be sure. But that's what you can
expect with State Of The Art's 15 -year heritage in
designing award - winning accounting software.
Jrl�

For more information on the best NT /SQL Server
accounting package, call us at 1- 888- 4ACUITY.
You'll see that this
r
time, we really outdid
0
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ourselves.
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1 am the controller of a mid - sized, rapidly growing high -tech firm. As our accounting
department expands, we're doing a great deal of hiring. Unfortunately, some of the new
hires have not worked out — either because they were not right for the job or could not
keep up with our company's very fast -paced (and admittedly demanding) environment.
How can I better evaluate prospective employees during the interview process to determine whether or not they will be a good fat for our company?

• Why do you want to leave your
currentjob?
• How do you handle stressful situations and multiple tasks?
• How would your colleagues
describe your personality? Your
management style?
• What are your key strengths and
weaknesses?
• Have you had experience giving
presentations or training others?
A colleague of mine likes to ask candidates what they would do if they
were CEO of the company where they
are currently employed. The goal of
such a question , of course, is to assess
the candidate's ability to see the "big
picture."

Max Messmer, Editor

Hiring the right people.
It sounds like your company is experiencing the growing pains that face
many of today's rapidly expanding
businesses, particularly those in the
booming technology sector. In this environment, where the overall workload is
increasing exponentially and new positions are being created, it can be
tempting to speed through the hiring
process just to get people on board
right away. If the individuals you hire
are not working out, however, you're
wise to reevaluate your current interviewing methods.
The secret to getting the answers
you want from job candidates is in the
types of questions you ask. Develop a
standard list of questions for applicants and prioritize them by topic. But
be ready to modify your line of questioning if you perceive areas of concern
or those that require more discussion.
Most interview questions fall into
three general categories: job - related
accomplishments, experience and
skills; business aptitude and problem solving abilities; and interpersonal
skills.
Questions you might ask include:
• Describe a typical day on your
most recent job. What were (or
are) your primary responsibilities?
• What would you say is your most
significant achievement in your
current (or previous) job? What
are you most proud of?
• Which spreadsheet applications
10
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have you used? Which do you prefer and why?
■ What skills or functions are you
looking to develop?
Questions that assess problem-solving abilities are broader and more
open- ended. For example, you might
ask a candidate how he or she would
handle the implementation of a new
accounts payable system for your company's expansion effort. The candidate's answers will yield insights into
his or her strategic and creative thinking, project management skills, level of
initiative, and general business knowledge. You also.could ask broader questions relating to management style or
pose hypothetical scenarios that would
illustrate the candidate's overall business acumen. Because your accounting
department operates at a very fast
pace, you also should ask questions to
determine the candidate's ability to
handle multiple tasks or projects.
Because you have had problems in
the past with new employees who have
not been a good "fit" with your firm's
corporate culture, you should spend
extra time analyzing each job applicant's interpersonal skills. The questions you ask in this category should
help you evaluate the candidate's spirit
of teamwork, ability to work under
pressure, and personal career goals.
You're also trying to discern how open
and honest he or she is. Consider such
questions as:

Rudy, set, listen. During the interview itself, the conversation will flow
best if you let the candidate do most of
the talking. After you have asked a
question, allow ample time for the
answer. When the applicant speaks, be
sincere, friendly, and engaging in your
response so that you can elicit more
information smoothly. Such comments
as "that's interesting" are more likely
to accomplish this outcome than asking "What do you mean by that ?"
"Active" listening, however, does not
mean relinquishing control of the
interview. You have limited time to
cover specific areas. For example, if you
need an accounts receivable clerk,
you'll ask questions about collections
processes or accounting software applications with which he or she is proficient. On the other hand, if it's a
"team- builder" you need, you will want
to discuss management style.
Keep in mind that no matter how
thorough you are during the interview
process, there are bound to be those
employees that, for whatever reason,
do not work out in their new positions.
Try not to let these cases set you back.
Instead, focus on those areas that you
can improve upon such as better
preparation for interviews and more
active listening. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO of Robert
Half International Inc., parent company of Robert
HaIM and Accountemps®. RHI is the world's
first and largest specialized staffing services firm,
placing accounting, finance and bookkeeping professionals on a frill -time and temporary basis,
respectively. His most recent books are 50 Ways
to Get Hired (William Morrow) and Job Hunting
For Dummies' (IDG Books).

Does your
accounting software
pass the Year 2000
test?
Find out in 30 minutes with this
Dw _Aalpis Kt!
More than five million
businesses ha ve a problem,
and they may not realize just
how serious the problem is.
Their accounting software
can't handle Year 2000 transaction dates because their
computer thinks the two -digit
date "00" is 1900 -not 2000!
Is y o ur sy ste m we tte d ?
In a recent survey, most
financial managers admitted
that they didn't know if their
system was Year 2000 certified. That's risky. And it's a
risk you can avoid. Ask for
our Year 2000 Analysis Kit,
and you'll find out how your
system measures up when it
comes to dealing with the
Year 2000 crisis.
Only 15 days 1q? before the
Year 2000.
It's best to update your
accounting software at a
month -end that coincides
with a weekend. If you look at
a calendar you'll see that
there are only a handful of
opportunities left to solve
your Year 2000 accounting
problem before the new
millennium.
Get started today.
Find out where you stand

now so you can update your
system at your convenience
and avoid costly business
interruptions.
Our Year 2000 Analysis Kit
for financial managers is
packed with useful information and, best of all, it's free
for the asking. Simply call
800 - 873 -7282
SBT _lceounfhV System s,
Inc.is the leading developer
of database accounting software with 300,000 business
users worldwide from single
user to client/server environments. And every product is
Year 2000 certified.

Year 2000
Workbook

,4sk for this FREE Year 2000 ,4nalysis
Kit and put your accounting sgjtware
to the test. You'll get the Manager's
Workbook, a self -test diskette, and the
Year 2000 checklist.
Call 800 - 873 -7282 or fax your
request to 510- 676 -5736 for
offer #4 0B . Or yo u ca n order
ov er th e In ternet a t
www. sb t. co ni /2 00 0.
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EXPENSEORCAPITALIZETRAININGCOSTS?
After the INDOPC0 [112 S.Ct. 1039
(1992)] decision, taxpayers and accountants worried that many costs that had
previously been expensed would now
have to be capitalized. Unfortunately,
the Internal Revenue Service has taken
a piecemeal approach to providing guidance about capitalization after that judicial decision. Fortunately, the guidance
has benefited the taxpayer.
In INCOPCO, the Supreme Court
held that creation of a separate asset is
a sufficient condition but not a necessary condition to require capitalization
of an expenditure,
The costs in dispute in INCOPCO
were for legal and other professional
fees incurred by a target corporation in
the course of a friendly takeover. Because there was no separate and distinct asset created, the taxpayer wanted
to expense the costs. However, the court
ruled that any costs that result in significant future benefits accruing to the
taxpayer are capital in nature and not
immediately deductible. This "future
benefit" doctrine immediately caused
taxpayers to question whether all costs,
e.g., training and advertising costs, that
obviously result in future benefits must
be capitalized.

obtain future benefits significantly beyond those traditionally associated with
training provided in the ordinary course
of a taxpayer's trade or business" then
those costs must be capitalized. The example provided by the ruling is illustrated by Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. [7 Cl. Ct. 220 (1985)]. In Cleveland Electric, the Claims Court stated
that costs of training nuclear power
plant personnel were in the nature of
startup costs, i.e., initial training costs
required to have licensed personnel before the plant could load nuclear fuel
into a reactor.
Anytime the taxpayer incurs costs before a business begins operations, i.e.,
new business startup costs, those costs
must be capitalized [IRC Sec. 1951. The
immediate deduction of business expenses is only available to an ongoing
business. The IRS makes a distinction
between the creation of a business (a
corporate charter is granted) and the
operation of a business (the business is
providing goods or services).
Startup costs, those costs incurred
when starting a new business, can be
amortized by the taxpayer over a period
of at least 60 months, only if the election
is made in the first tax year of business
operations.

Training costs. In Rev. Rul. 96 -62 [1996-

53 I.R.B. 61, the IRS officially has laid to
rest fears that normal training costs will
have to be capitalized. After reviewing
the INCOPCO decision, the ruling
states that:"Amounts paid or incurred
for training, including the costs of trainers and routine updates of training material, are generally deductible as business expenses under that section [IRC
Sec. 162, as business expenses] even
though they may have some future benefit." Therefore, most training costs of
an existing business are immediately
deductible.
Capitalization of training costs is still
required in some instances, however. If
the training is "intended primarily to
12
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Advertising costs. In Rev. Rul. 92 -80
[1992 -2 C.B. 571, the IRS clarified the
treatement of advertising costs. Citing
Treasury Regulations Sec. 1.162 20(a)(2), the ruling states that even: "expenditures for institutional or goodwill
advertising which keeps the taxpayer's
name before the public are generally deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses provided the expenditures
are related to the patronage the taxpayer
might reasonably expect in the future."
Only when advertising seeks to obtain
future benefits "significantly beyond"
those usually associated with product or
goodwill advertising will the costs be
nondeductible capital expenditures.

Incidental repairs. In Rev. Rul. 9412[1994-1 C.B. 361, the I.R.S. reassured
taxpayers that incidental repairs are
generally deductible as ordinary and
necessary business expenses. The ruling
repeats the definition of repairs found in
the Treasury Regulations. Deductions
are allowed for repairs that "keep property in ordinarily efficient operation
condition and neither materially add to
the value of the property nor appreciably prolong its life." The only exception
to immediate deduction is when incidental repairs take place as part of a general plan of restoration. If the facts support the existence of a plan of restoration, expenditures that would normally
be expensed must be capitalized. A leading case in this area is Wol fsen Land &
Cattle Co. [72 T.C. 1(1979)] and also see
Rev. Rul. 88 -57 [1988 -2 C.B. 361.

SeYSvenc. ralnaeNts. Rev. Rul. 94 -77
[1994 -2 C.B. 191 states that severance
payments made to employees are immediately deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses. The ruling
recognizes that significant long -term
benefits may accrue to the company as
a result of the terminations, such as reduced operating expenses. These cost
savings are similar to the long -term
benefits that may result from an acquisition, as in I NDOPCO. The severance
payments are deemed to be related to
the past service of the dismissed employees. Therefore, the payments are actually compensation for personal service
and not made primarily to secure future
benefits.
Reasonable salaries and compensation for services is specifically allowed
as a current deduction under Treasury
Regulation Sec. 1.162 -7(a). It; however,
the severance payments are m ade as
part of a plan or arrangement to defer
the receipt of compensation, the payments are deductible under IRC Sec.
404, which governs deductions for annuities and deferred payments.— Leonard G.
Weld, and Geri B. Wink, CPA
Leonard G . W eld, Ph.D. , is C hair, Department
of Acc ounting and Financ e, Schoo l of Business
Ad ministration, T he Univers ity o f T exas at T yler.
Geri B. W ink, C PA, is lec turer of acc ounting,
The Univers ity of Texas at Tyler.
Antho ny P . C urato la is the Jos ep h F . F ord P ro fess or o f Ac c ounting at Drexel University. The
material fo r this artic le c ame fro m the Micro Mas h C PE course "1996 -97 Tax Up date o n R etirement Inc o me" by Dr. C urato la.
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AREDININGCLUBSAPERKORANABUSE?
The restaurant industry has outdone
itself by pushing a new competitive
tool many people believe is highly unethical or even illegal. Worse for management accountants, this strategy is
used most often by fancy, higher- priced
restaurants that usually are patronized by diners on an expense account.
What is this tool? It's the "cardless dining card" or cash -back deal.
Under this scheme, individuals buy
an annual membership in one of the
clubs —for about $50—to register their
credit cards. In return, members re-

ceive a cash rebate of amounts spent at
participating restaurants. In one club
this figure represents 20% of total
spending including food, beverages,
taxes, and tips. Members sign for 100 %
of the charge, and the credit card company bills this amount. After monthend, members receive one check from
the dining club for the total rebate
earned at all restaurants they patronized. Advertising for the program emphasizes the fact that "no one knows"
you are getting a hidden discount —not
your dinner companions, not the wait
14
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staff, not even your employer or Uncle
Sam. Insidiously, the more company
expense account money members
spend in participating restaurants, the
larger their personal rebate "bonus"
can be.
My earlier article in this column
(November 1994, p. 63) requested readers' comments as to whether they
thought use of a dining club program
like this one presented an ethical
dilemma when used for reimbursable
meals. I also requested comments on
the proper income tax treatment for
such amounts. Responses I
received presented an interesting contrast of ethical
values existing in American
business.
While most respondents
recognized that income derived in this fashion is subject to U.S. tax, they felt little inclination to report it
because the "hated" IRS
would not receive a Form
1099 except in the unlikely
event the annual rebate
from one restaurant exceeded $600. It
appears that attitudes toward the self reporting premise upon which U.S. taxation is based may be shifting toward
the need for more active governmental
involvement in income tax collection.
Most of the respondents also quickly
recognized the ethical conflict of interest introduced when an employee is
able to document to his/her employer a
"reimbursement" claim for more than
the final cost of a business meal or entertainment. In fact, some respondents
saw the process as outright fraud, par-

ticularly for universities, government
contractors, and their employees, who
are subject to federal guidelines. Others were more approving, taking comfort that the amounts were likely to be
"immaterial." Some management accountants even admitted that their
company reimbursement practices, in
effect, were based on "what employees
could get away with." These individuals
did not state whether their
organizations had any sort of ethics
program.
A college auditing professor assigned
the case to his class on business ethics.
In response, all of the students were
quick to note the "right answer," which
is the situation describes a conflict of
interest that is very likely to lead to an
ethical dilemma. An expert on corporate governance commented from a
legal perspective that the important
issue was whether the employer received full value for resources expended, not how well the expenditure was
documented.
Fortunately, the applicable guidance
contained in the Standards of Ethical
Conduct for Management Accountants
is clear. It states: "Management accountants have a responsibility to
avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise all appropriate parties of any potential conflict." Those
words mean that management accountants have an ethical duty to be sure
their organization's expense reimbursement policies specifically forbid
employees to pocket cash rebates on reimbursed expenses that are received
from dining or other buying "clubs."
If their organization has an ethics
program, management accountants also should be sure the practice of accepting cash rebates on reimbursable
expenditures is mentioned specifically
as a prohibited activity whose presence
or absence should be reported on a regular basis. Management accountants
have no similar ethical responsibility
to monitor whether employees report
the receipt of such rebates for income
tax purposes.—Curtis C. Verschoor
Curtis C. Verschoor, CPA, CIA, CFP, is a
professor of accounting at DePaul University,
Chicago, 111.
Lawrence Ponemon, CMA, CPA, CIA, CFE, is
the national director of KPMG's Business Ethics
Services; the Rae D. Anderson Professor at
Bentley College, Waltham, Mass.; and senior
fellow of Bentley's Center for Business Ethics.

The financial reporting process does not have
to be a time- consuming, stressful task. In fact.
you can automate your consolidation process to
dramatically reduce the time it takes to finalize
your financial statements with consistent results.
Discover how with a free copy of our new guide
Consolidated Financial Reporting In Half The Time.
Request your free copy now to learn:
How you can define a consistent financial
consolidation database that is flexible enough
to c hang e with reorgan izat ions , restatementA
. and mergers
Now to utilize one financial repository for
analysis, drill -down, and reporting requirem
(GAAP, tax, and management)
How to rapidly generate consolidated financial
statements with consistent accounting controls
How to customize and present consolidated
financial information to meet a variety of
requirements
Five key criteria for evaluating a solution to
automate financial consolidation and reporting
When you request your free guide, you'll also
learn about BFS Financial Consolidation, part of
the Business Framework Series of products that
work with your existing financial applications and
other sources of data. BFS Financial Consolidation
automates the consolidation of financial information
from all relevant sources, regardless of platform
and accounting rules. BFS Financial Consolidation
is also completely integrated with BFS Budgeting
& Planning, a powerful enterprise budgeting solution.
Request your free guide now for complete
information on how to generate consolidated financial reports twice as fast!
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ELECTRONIC TAXFILING JUSTDO IT!
July 1 is the deadline for businesses
that had federal employment tax deposits of more than $50,000 in 1995 to
begin electronic tax filing. To encourage a smooth transition as companies
begin making their federal tax deposits
by computer or telephone, the IRS says
it won't impose any penalties on those
that enroll in the Electronic Federal
Tax Payment System ( EFTPS) and attempt to pay by July 1 but make a mistake when they file.
About 1.2 million businesses are affected, and they should have submitted
enrollment forms to the IRS by May 1.
For more information or to get a form,
call EFTPS Customer Service at 1 -800555 -4477 or 1- 800 - 945 -8400.
IRS Commissioner Margaret Milner
Richardson explained that some businesses are hesitant about the
changeover but shouldn't be:
1. The IRS does not have access to
the taxpayer's bank account. The taxpayer controls the amount of money
transferred and when the funds are
transferred.
2. EFTPS does not change the tax
due date. The taxpayer must tell the
bank or the Treasury's financial agent

The computer -based solution to the
CFM Exam, from the leader in
reviews for the CMA Exam.
Video CFM Review available, too.
Call today:

1- 800 - 272 -PASS, Ext. 2229

MicroMash.
T M W r u mr J U .� O� W�sr r x

iMl..dOr+.i.

*Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete derails.
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to make the transfer a day before the
payment due date, but the funds do not
move until the due date.
3. The system is easy to use. No
equipment is required other than a
telephone, and the Treasury's financial
agents will supply the software for taxpayers who want to use a computer to
transfer funds.

IHLANFELDTNAMEDTO
NOMINATINGBOARD
IMA Chairman William J. Ihlanfeldt
has been named a member of the
Board of No minations of the Ohio
State University
Accounting Hall of
Fame. He will serve
a five -year term.
In this position
he will help elect
the Hall of Fame
members, usually
one or two each
year wh o have
made significant contributions to the
field of accounting throughout their careers. The Board consists of public accountants, educators, and industrial
and govern mental accountants. The
current Board has representatives
from th e United States, Australia,
Canada, England, Japan, and Mexico.

WHATAREYOURTOP
TECHNOLOGYISSUES?
Security in cyberspace is the number
one technology issue facing businesses
in 1997, according to a poll taken by
the American Institute of CPAs. The
poll listed the technologies that are expected to affect businesses during the
calendar year based on their impact on
revenue, organizational and personal
productivity and efficiency, and expo-

sure to various risk factors.
Here are the top 10:
1. Internet security,
2. Image processing,
3. Communication technologies,
4. Internet and public online
services,
5. Training and technology
competency,
6. Year 2000 problem,
7. Electronic commerce,
8. Workflow technology,
9. Private networks, and
10. Electronic data interchange
(EDI).
How do they stack up against your
concerns?

COSTMANAGEMENTIS
BIGGESTHEALTHCAREISSUE
Managed care and an increased em
phasis on cost management have created an urgent need among healthcare
providers for relevant cost information,
but organizations lack the necessary
tools to gather the information.That
was one of the key findings in a recent
survey by IDG Research for Arthur
Andersen and Lawson Software of 200
senior finance, operations, and information services executives from hospitals, integrated delivery networks, and
clinics.
"The healthcare market has shifted
from a revenue focus to a cost focus,
but organizations haven't yet acquired
the tools needed for success in this new
environment," Doug Williams, a partner with Arthur Andersen's healthcare
business consulting practice, explained.
"Executives recognize the need for improved cost information but struggle
with how best to gather and use that
information." Lawson Software, with
nearly 200 healthcare clients, says it

What you want is
the most flexible project accounting system.
In today's project - driven business environment, if you can't manage information, you can't grow.
JAMISm the Job Cost Accounting /Management Information System, puts you in control of your financial information processing. A fully integrated suite of software modules
delivers instant access to all relevant
project data throughout the enterprise. Workflow accelerates.
Productivity soars. JAMES is on

.

What you want is
JAMIS

the job right now in companies of
-

all sizes from small to Fortune 500 leaders like Lockheed, Raytheon and
IJooz -Allen & Hamilton. If you want best -of -breed software solutions
with the functionality and flexibility you need to keep your business going
and growing, you want JAMIS. Get it now at 1- 800 -65- JAMIS.
JAMIS Is a suite of Integrated sottwore
modules thot molntalns complete and
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Why take a chance on anything else?
Complete our computerized MicroMash CMA Review,
or our OC3 Video CMA Review, and you will pass your
CMA Exam, guaranteed, or well refund your purchase price.*
It's really that simple.
Sure, you could pay less for another review. But will it guarantee you'll pass?
Will it refund your money if you don't pass? In both cases, probably not.
So if you want to be absolutely certain you'll pass, there's really only one call
to make:

Call today. Choose our fully interactive MicroMash CMA Review for your

PC (Windows' or DOS) or Apple Macintosh". Its the ultimate CMA Review
with our exclusive built -in personal instructor —The MicroMash Way". Or
choose our OC3 Video CMA Review for a self - guided seminar -style review
Call now. And then pass, guaranteed.
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offers the tools — LAWSON INSIGHTT"
Healthcare Business Management Systems, an integrated suite of financial,
human resources, and procurement
management solutions, of which activity -based management is a major component. Ann Claridge, director of
healthcare marketing at Lawson Software, added, "The increasing emphasis
on managed care has created a situation where healthcare providers have
become data rich yet information poor.
ABC is a critical tool in implementing
successful shared services."
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For further information about the
survey, contact Lawson Software at
1-800 -793 -0249.

AICPAISSUESPRACTICE
BULLETIN
v

T he Multimedia Publisher for Professionals

the quality of their cost data, and only
26% said their data are timely for decision making. Fewer than a third
thought they even had data they
could use for decision making.
■ There is a dramatic lack of tools for
bidding, administering, and evaluating managed care contracts. When
respondents were asked about their
ability to project revenue, costs, volume/utilization, and profit projections when bidding managed care
contracts, 84% called the information
necessary and valuable, yet only 48%
were confident about their revenue
projection abilities, 31% about costs,
26% about volume/utilization, and
20% about profit projection abilities.
■ Process benchmarking and evaluation
techniques are too narrowly focused
to yield widespread benefits. About
70% said their organizations measure
and compare business processes
across internal departments and with
other healthcare organizations, but
only 8% compare with nonhealthcare
groups. Most frequent comparisons
were with services, hospitality, and
manufacturing concerns.
■ Sixty percent of the executives said
ABC could be used effectively in a
multiple- entity healthcare environment, but only 25% are using or implementing it.

Here are other key findings:
■ Cost management is the dominant
force in today's healthcare environment. It was cited by 95% of the respondents and ran far ahead of revenue generation , resource availability, and integration of multiple
facilities.
■ There is a lack of actionable information for decision making. Eighty percent of the respondents want to measure costs over the entire episode of
care, but only 33% are confident about

The Accounting Standards Executive
Committee has issued Practice Bulletin
15, "Accounting by the Issuer of Surplus
Notes," which was prepared by the
AICPA Insurance Companies Committee. The Bulletin applies to "life and
health insurance enterprises (including
mutual life insurance enterprises), property and casualty insurance enterprises,
reinsurance enterprises, assessment enterprises, fraternal benefit societies, reciprocal or interinsurance exchanges,
pools other than public - entity risk pools,
syndicates, and captive insurance companies that issue surplus notes."
For information on how to get copies,
call Elaine M. Lehnert, technical manager of accounting standards, AICPA,
(212) 596 -6200. ■
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Here's the story of how a
multinational pharmaceutical
1

company solved its transfer
pricing problems by using

TEVA PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES

activity -based costing.

BY ROBERT S. KAPLAN, DAN WEISS, AND EYAL DESHEH
n th e mid- 1980s, Teva Ph armaceu tical In du stries Ltd.
decid ed to en ter th e generic d ru g market. Alread y a successful worldwide man ufacturer o f p roprietary dru gs, the
Israel -based company wanted to vie globally in th is competitive n ew m arket, particu larly in th e United States. The
move has proved lucrative so far, as sales have b een increasing at an ann ual rate of n early 20 %. In 1996, Teva's worldwide sales were $954 million and its after -tag net income, $73
million.
As part of its new strategy, Teva reorganized its pharmaceutical operations into decentralized cost and profit centers consisting of o n e o peratio n s d ivision an d three m arketin g divisions. Th e op eratio ns division is made up of four
manufactu rin g p lan ts in Israel, wh ich are o rganized as cost
centers b ecau se p lant managers have no control over product
mix or pricin g. The plants produce to the orders p laced by the
marketin g division s, an d plan t managers are resp on sible for
operational efficiency, quality, cost performance, and capacity
management.
The marketin g divisions are organized into the U.S. market
(through Teva's Lemmon subsidiary), the local market (Israel),
and the rest of the world. All three have substantially different
sales characteristics. The Lemmon USA division handles about
30 prod ucts, each sold in large quantities. Th e Israel d ivision
handles 1,200 products in different packages and dosage
form s, with m any b ein g sold in q u ite small qu an tities. The
division handlin g sales to th e rest of the world wo rks on the
basis of specific orders and tenders [a request from a customer
for a pricelbid to deliver a specified product or service], some of
20
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which are for relatively small quantities. All three divisions
order and acquire most of their products from the operations
division, although occasionally they turn to local suppliers. The
marketing divisions are responsible for decisions about sales,
product mix, pricing, and customer relationships.
Until the late 1980s, the marketing divisions were treated
as revenue centers and were evaluated by sales, not profit, performance. Manufacturing plants in the operations division
were m easured by how well they m et expense budgets and
delivered the right orders on time. The company's cost system
emphasized variable costs, principally materials expenses —
ingredients and packaging —and direct labor. All other manufacturing costs were considered fixed.
Teva's m anagers decided to introduce a transfer pricing
system, which they hoped would enhance profit consciousness and im prove coordination between operations and marketing. They were concerned with excessive proliferation of
the product line, acceptance of many low- volume orders, and
associated large consumption of production capacity for
changeovers. They proposed a transfer pricing system based
on m arginal costs, defined to be just m aterials cost. Direct
labor would not be included in the transfer price because the
company was not expecting to hire or fire employees based on
short -term m arketing decisions. High costs were associated
with laying off workers in Israel, and, more im portant, pharmaceutical workers were highly skilled. With Teva's rapid
growth, m anagers were reluctant to lay off workers during
short -term volume declines because if new em ployees had to
be hired later, they would need up to two years of training

before they acqu ired the skills of th e laid -off workers.
But the prop osed transfer pricing system generated a storm
of controversy. First, some executives observed that th e marketing divisions wo uld rep ort ex tremely high pro fits b ecause
they were being charged fo r th e materials costs o nly. Second,
the operations division would get "credit" only for the expenses of purchased materials. There wo uld be little pressure and
motivation to control labor expenses and other so-called fixed
expenses or for improving operational efficiency. Third, if
Teva's plants were less efficient than outside manufacturers of
the pharmaceutical p rodu cts, the marginal cost tran sfer price
would give the marketing divisions no incentive to shift their
source of supply. Finally, the ex ecutives conclu ded that u sing
only a short-run contribution margin approach would not solve
the problem s cau sed b y treating th e m arketin g d ivisio n s as
revenue centers. Measurin g profits as price less materials cost
would contin ue to allo w marketing an d sales d ecision s to be
made without regard to th eir implications for production
capacity and long-run costs. An alternative ap proach had to be
found.

Di v i s i o n ma na ge r s wa nt e d a tr a ns f e r p r i c i ng s y s t e m wi t h

the following characteristics:
1. The transfer prices would report the financial performance
of their divisions fairly.
2. Managers could influence the reported performance of their
divisions by making business decisions within their scope of
authority. That is, the reported performance should reflect
changes in product mix, improved efficiency, investments in
new equipment, and organizational changes.
3. The decisions made by managers of marketing divisions
would reflect both sales revenue and associated expenses
incurred in the operations division.

WHATEVERYONEWANTED

T eva sen ior management wan ted a n ew transfer pricin g system that wo uld satisfy several im portant ch aracteristics:

1. The system sh ou ld en cou rage the marketin g d ivision s to
make d ecisio ns con sisten t with lo ng-run profit m aximization. The transfer p rice sh ou ld no t en co urage action s that
improved the profit or cost performance of a division at the
expense of Teva's overall profitability.
2. The system should be transparent enough so that managers
could distinguish costs relevant fo r sh ort-run decisions —
such as incremen tal, occasional bids for orders—from longterm decisions --such as acquiring a new product line, deleting product lines, and adding to existing product lines.
3. The tran sfer p rices co uld be u sed to sup po rt d ecisio ns in
both marketing an d operating divisions, in cluding:
Marketing
• Product mix
• New product introduction
• Product deletion

• Pricing

Operations
• Inventory levels
• Batch sizes
• Process improvements

• Capacity management
• 00sourcing: make vs. buy

A packaging line (top left) at Teva Pharmaceutical Industries'
largest plant. Above, the ABC cost system makes the right cost differentiation between different sizes of batches of this production
line of anti - cancer medicines.
\]A
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4. The system must anticipate that division managers would
examine, in depth, the method for calculating transfer
prices and would take actions that maximized the reported
performance of their divisions.

ACTIVITY-BASEDCOSTINGISTHEANSWER

In December 1989, Teva's senior management attended a pre-

sentation on the fundamentals of activity -based costing and
decided to implement ABC in its largest production plant.
Finally, the financial staff wanted a transfer pricing system They wanted to investigate the use of ABC for calculating
such that:
transfer prices between that plant and the marketing divisions. Teva put together a multidisciph1. The transfer prices and financial
nary project team consisting of manTable
N RELIEVER
reports derived from them would be
from the production, finance, and
credible and could be relied upon for
t
marketing divisions. The team worked
10
decision making at all levels of the orga— S2.1 Million
for about six months to develop an activnization without excessive arguments
ity dictionary, drive factory costs to
and controversy.
ABC Cost per Packsge
activities, identify cost drivers for each
Materials use
2. The transfer pricing system would be
$1.50
activity, collect data, and calculate ABC Production costs
clear, easy to explain, and easy to use.
2.10
based product costs. It took the team
(The traditional production
Updating transfer prices should be easy,
several more weeks to analyze the
costs per package were
and the components of the transfer
results. Table 1 shows a sample calculaonly $150, 40% differencel
price calculation should promote good
tion (updated to reflect 1996 data) of the
Total:
understanding of the underlying factors
$3.60
costs to produce 10 tablets of a pain
driving costs.
',, ,
reliever. With this information, man3. The system would be used for internal
agers believed they now had a defensicharging of costs from the operations
Resources
ble, quantifiable answer to a question
Salaries
division to the marketing divisions.
$0.66
about how much it cost to manufacture
Energy
0.27
a special small batch for a customer.
utilities
0.34
After seeing how ABC worked at the
TRADITIONALTRANSFERPRICE
Depreciation
0.41
i
,
first
plant, in subsequent years the pro APPROACHESWOULDN'TWORK
0.22 ! ject team rolled out the ABC analysis to
Administrative
Total
eva's managers considered but rejected
$2.10
the remaining production plants. The
several traditional methods for establishMain Activities
ABC models were retrospective, calcuStorage
ing a new transfer pricing system: market
50.25
lating the activity costs, activity cost driManufacturing
price, full cost, marginal cost, and negotiat0.61
ver rates, and product costs for the prior
Packaging
ed price. Market price for the transferred
0.71
year. By the end of 1993, senior man Q.A.
product was not feasible because no mar0.42
agers wanted to use ABC prospectively,
Logistics
ket existed for Teva's manufactured and
0.11
to calculate transfer prices for the comTotal
packaged pharmaceutical products that
$2.10
ing year. In November, Teva built its
had not been distributed or marketed to
Cost Drivers
ABC production cost model for 1994
Number of mat
customers. A full cost calculation including
s
$0.55
using data from the first three quarters
erial
Batches
materials, labor, and manufacturing over0.24
of 1993. But managers objected to calcuLabor hours
head was rejected because the traditional
D71
lating costs for 1994 based on 1993 his Machine hours
methods for allocating overhead (labor or
0.47
torical data. The numbers would not
Samples
machine hours) did not capture the actual
0.13
incorporate the impact of new products,
Total
cost structure in Teva's plants. Also, the
$210
new machines, and expected changes in
accumulation of all factory costs into averproduction processes. Also, the historical
age overhead rates could encourage local
data contained volume and spending
optimization by each division that would
variances that occurred in 1993 but that
lower Teva's overall profit. For example, manufacturing plants were not expected to be representative of production operawould be encouraged to overproduce in order to absorb more tions in 1994.
factory overhead into inventory, while marketing divisions
The project team took this issue to the company's Financial
might be discouraged from bidding aggressively for high -vol- Control Forum where representatives from the operations and
ume orders and encouraged to accept more low - volume custom marketing divisions and company headquarters met to discuss
orders. Also, this system would not reveal the incremental
costing and financial reporting methodologies. After several
costs associated with short -run decisions or the relative use of meetings, the group decided to use the next year's (1994) forecapacity by different products and different order sizes.
casted costs —based on budgeted expense data, forecasted volUsing short -run marginal cost, covering only ingredients
ume and mix of sales, and projected process utilization and
and packaging materials, was the system proposed initially, efficiencies —to calculate the transfer prices.
which the managers already knew was inadequate for their
purposes. And, finally, senior executives believed strongly that THEABCTRANSFERPRICEMODELSTRUCTURE
negotiated transfer prices would lead to endless arguments
among managers in the different divisions, which would conhe structure of the early retrospective ABC models and the
sume excessive time on nonproductive discussions.
current prospective model recognizes the ABC hierarchy of
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unit, batch, product sustaining, and plant -level costs.' Unit level costs represent all the direct expenses associated with
producing individual product units such as tablets, capsules,
and ampoules. These expenses principally include the cost of
raw materials, packaging materials, and direct wages paid to
production workers.
Batch -level costs include the expenses of resources used for
each production or packaging batch, mainly the costs of preparation, setup, cleaning, quality control, laboratory testing, and
computer and production management. The lot sizes for pharmaceutical production usually are predetermined based on the
capacity of containers in the production line,2 but a second
batch process, determined by customer orders, occurs for packaging the tablets or syrup. The costs of a production or a packaging batch can vary among different products and, of course,
among different plants. For example, a small customer order
can trigger the production of a large batch of tablets or syrup
of which only a small portion may be packaged for the particular customer order.3 Thus, the batch costs assigned to a particular order include two components: a pro -rata share of the
batch cost of the production setup and the full batch cost of the
packaging setup. The calculation of batch -level costs for several different types of customer orders is shown in Table 2.
Product - specific costs include the expenses incurred in registering the products,4 making changes to a product's production processes, and designing the package. Plant -level costs
represent the cost of maintaining the capacity of production
lines including depreciation, cost of safety inspections, and
insurance, as well as the general expenses of the plant such as
security and landscaping. In many ABC applications, machine
depreciation would be included in the unit and batch costs
associated with producing products and changing from one
product to another. Teva decided to treat equipment depreciation as a plant -level cost so the calculated unit and batch costs
could be used to estimate more closely the marginal costs associated with producing one more unit or batch of a product.

USINGABCCOSTSFORTRANSFERPRICING

T eva bases its transfer price system on a prospective ABC
calculation. Prices are set for the coming year based on budgeted data. The company calculates standard activity cost driver rates for each activity. During the year, these costs get
charged to products based on the actual quantity of activities
demanded during the year. The use of standard activity cost
driver rates enables product costs to be calculated in a predictable manner throughout the year. It also eliminates monthly or quarterly fluctuations in product costs caused by variations in actual spending, resource usage, and activity levels.
Transfer prices are calculated in two different procedures.
The first one assigns unit and batch -level costs, and the second
assigns product - specific and plant -level costs. The marketing
divisions are charged for unit -level costs (principally materials
and labor) based on the actual quantities of each individual
product they acquire. In addition, they are charged batch -level
costs based on the actual number of production and packaging
batches of each product they order (see examples in Table 2).
Now that Teva has the ability to analyze the costs of different
presentations, the trend of having a large number of presentations for each product has slowed. For example, the marketing
divisions realized that producing special sample packages of
24
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six tablets was very expensive and that it was cheaper to give
physicians the regular packages of 20 tablets. In general, the
procedure has given marketing managers the flexibility to
decide when to accept a small order from a customer or how
much of a discount to grant for large orders. Table 3 shows a
sample calculation of the monthly unit and batch -level charges
from a plant to a marketing division.
The product - specific and plant -level expenses are charged to
marketing divisions annually based on budgeted information
(see Table 4). The product - specific costs are easy to assign
because each marketing division has specific products for its
own markets. No individual product is sold to more than one
marketing division. The plant -level (capacity- sustaining)
expenses are charged to each marketing division based on the
budgeted use of the capacity of the four manufacturing facilities.
Activity cost driver rates are calculated based on the practi-

The batch -level transfer price has two components: the production setup and the packaging setup. Consider the production
and packaging process for a cough syrup. In the production
process, the active ingredients, a syrup simplex, and flavors, are
mixed together in a 600 liter container to produce the syrup solution. The cost of setup — labor, cleaning, maintenance, and quality control resources —is S300. The setup cost is assigned proportionally to the entire output.
Subsequently, bottles are filled with the syrup solution and
packed into cardboard boxes. The entire packaging process is
performed on an automatic filling and packing line. The setup of
the line costs $500, which includes the cost of a skilled technician, cleaning, maintenance, and quality control. Packing the
same syrup into two different presentations, such as different sized bottles (50ml and 100ml), or different packaging materials,
requires two different setups.
The batch -level transfer price consists of the pro -rata share
of the production setup and the full cost of the packaging setup.
We illustrate the approach with three numerical examples:
Produce a lull batch of 6,000 bottles of 100ml syrup for
a large order from a customer in the local market
[S300/6,0001 + ($500/6,0001 = S.05 + S.083 = $133 /bottle
mixing
packing
Produce a small order of 100 bottles of 100m/ syrup, packed
in special boxes, for a special tender in South America
[S300 /6,000] + [$500 /1,000] = $.05 + $.50 = $.55 /bottle
mixing
packing
Produce a fullbatchof12,000 bottles of 50ml syrup for
a large order from a customer in the local market
[$300/12,0001 + [$500/12,0001 = S.025 + $.042 = $.067 /bottle
mixing
packing

cal capacity of each of the four plants. In this way, the rates
reflect the underlying efficiency and productivity of the plants
without being influenced by fluctuations in forecasted or actual usage. Analysts estimated the practical capacity by noting
the maximum production quantities during past peak periods.

What about unused capacity? Unused capacity arises from uct mix, and product introduction.
two sources: (1) declines in demand for products manufactured
One example illustrates the value of assigning product -suson an existing line, and (2) partial usage when a new productaining and plant -level expenses to individual products in the
tion line is added because existing production lines cannot pro- new transfer pricing system. The initial and subsequent ABC
duce the additional quantities requested by one of the market- analyses revealed that quite a few of Teva's products were
ing divisions. To foster a sense of responsibility among unprofitable; that is, the revenues they earned were below the
marketing managers for the cost of supplying capacity cost of the unit, batch, and product and plant- sustaining
resources, Teva charges the marketing division that experi- expenses associated with these products. But managers were
enced the decline in demand a lump -stun assignment (see reluctant to drop these products because many of the expensTable 4) for the cost of maintaining the unused production
es assigned to them, including direct labor, would remain for
capacity in an existing line. When a marketing division initi- some time even if production of the unprofitable products were
ates an increment in production capacity or manufacturing
to cease.
technology, it bears the costs of all the additional resources
In the early 1990s, however, Teva's growing sales volume led
supplied unless or until the increment
begins to be used by one of the other marketing divisions. At that point, each marwant an accounti ng program cust omized to my needs.
keting division would be charged based
1 want it simple to modify and expand.
on its percentage of practical capacity
I want it priced fairly and realistically.
used.
The assignment of the plant -level costs
I want it built in Microsoft' Office.
(still referred to as "fixed costs" at Teva
I want one -on -one professional support.
because of its long history with the marAND,1 want it now!"
ginal costing approach) receives much
' - 10
you with a fixed price for a solution,
attention, particularly from the manIf this is what you had in mind,
install and implement the P &L PRO
agers of the marketing divisions. They
then P&L PR0 has just the remedy. ;� � �r
want to verify that these costs do indeed

stay "fixed" and don't creep upward each
period. By separating the unit and batchlevel costs from the product- sustaining
and plant -level costs, the marketing managers can monitor closely the costs
incurred in the manufacturing plants. In
particular, the marketing managers
make sure th at increases in p lan t -level

costs occur only when one or more of
them requests a change in production
capacity. Th e resp onsibility for the fixed
cost increm ent is then clearly assignable
to the requesting division.
The in tegrated bud get process lets
marketin g m anagers p lan th eir p rod u ct
mix with knowledge of the cost impact of
their decisions. When they propose
increases in variety and com plexity, they
know th e add ed costs th ey will be
charged because of their increased
dem and s on man u facturin g facilities.
Active discussions occur between marketing and operations personnel about the
impact of product mix and batch sizes.
Marketin g man agers n ow distin guish
between products that cover all manufacturing costs versus tho se th at cover only
the unit and batch -level expenses but not
their an n u al product- sustaining an d
plant -level expen ses. Because of th e
assignmen t of unu sed capacity expenses
to the responsible marketing division, the
marketin g man agers incorporate information about available capacity when
they make decisions about pricing, prod-
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Product

QuantityProduced

Pain reliever

Material

UnitBasedCosts

BatchBasedCosts

WetPackage)

Per Package)

(Pei Packagel

Total Costs
(per Package)

Total Debit'

1,000,000

$2.10

$0.22

$0.41

$2.73

S 2,730,000

1,200,000

1.60

0.20

0.32

2.12

2,544,000

200,000

0.61

0.43

0.11

1.35

270,000

20 tablets, 500 mg.

Pain reliever
30 Capsules

Syrup 200 cc.

Total

S15,100,200

'Total costs = material + unit based costs + batch based costs
'Total debit = total costs per package x quantity produced

J

tion line can be assessed by simulating production costs if the
line were to be installed. For example, a new line can reduce
batch -level costs because of less need for changeovers on both
the existing and the proposed production lines. These cost
reductions could provide the justification for the investment
decision" In addition, the investment decision for a new production line explicitly incorporates the cost and assignment of
responsibility for the unused capacity in the early periods
while market demand has not yet built to long -term expected
levels. Teva executives say that the discipline of recognizing
and assigning unused capacity costs of new production lines
provides valuable realism to the demand forecasts provided by
the marketing divisions.
The transfer pricing system also motivates cost reduction
ONGOINGBENEFITSFROMABC
and
production efficiencies in the manufacturing plants. ManTRANSFERPRICINGSYSTEM
agers in the different divisions now work together to identify
ways to reduce unit and batch -level expenses. Manufacturing,
ith Teva's continued growth, requests for investments in
new production capacity arise continually. ABC's highlighting purchasing, and marketing employees conduct common searchof unused capacity often reveals where production can be es for lower -cost, more reliable, and higher - quality suppliers to
expanded without spending additional money. A second source reduce variable materials costs. Marketing managers compare
is the capacity released by ceasing production of unprofitable Teva's production costs with those of alternative suppliers
around the world. They share this information with manufacproducts —when feasible without disrupting customer relations. Beyond these two sources, investments in a new produc- turing managers who learn where process improvements are
required and may concur with a decision
!(Per
to outsource products where the external suppliers' costs are lower than Teva
could achieve in the foreseeable future.
These actions contribute to increasing
Total
tal
Annual
Product
Plant Based
Debit;
Teva's long -term profitability.
Product
Budgeted BasedCosts
Costs
The activity -based cost information
(per Packagci
(PerPackage)
ckage)
Quantity
also helps managers determine which
Pain reliever
12,000,000
SO.10
$0.21
$0.31
$ 3,720,000
manufacturing facility is appropriate for
20 tablets, 500 mg
0.32
6,400,000
different types of products. For example
Pain reliever
20,000,000
0.12
0.20
(see Figure 1), Plant A has a relatively
30 Capsules
0.26
860,000
inflexible (high capital- intensive) cost
Syrup 200 cc.
3,500,000
0.14
0.12
structure with a high percentage of
plant -level costs and a low percentage of
141,900,000
unit costs. This plant is most appropriate
Cost of used capacity
1,300,000
for
high- volume production of standard
Cost of unused capacity
products. Plant B, with a significantly
$143,200,000
lower percentage of plant -level costs and
Total
a relatively high percentage of unit
rTotal cost = product based costs + plant based costs
costs, is much more flexible and is approrTotal debit = total cost per package x annual budgeted quantity
priate for producing small batch sizes

to shortages in capacity. Teva eventually decided to sell 30 low volume products to another company. These products were not
central to Teva's strategy, yet they consumed a great number of
resources and managers' attention. By shifting the product mix
away from the unprofitable products, Teva was able to use the
freed -up capacity of people, machines, and facilities to handle
the production of newly introduced products and the expanded
sales of existing profitable products. While the debate about
selling off the 30 products lasted three years, the ABC system
contributed to the final decision by revealing that the cheapest
source of new capacity was the capacity released by reducing
the production and sales of currently unprofitable products.
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Unit Based Costs
■

Batch Based Costs

.

Product Based Costs
32%

■

Plant Based Costs
420,

Plant A

6%

and test runs of newly introduced products. Thus, ABC information also is being used to determine operating strategy.

THEBESTNEWS:
HARMONYISGROWING
n unexpected benefit of the activity -based transfer price
A
system is the ability to measure profit performance under

Plant B

mary information used for short -term operational decision
making:
The ABC data provide an indication that must be supported by other information and facts. One cannot rely
only on costing information when making operational
decisions. Our short -term operational decisions focus on
current bottlenecks and lead-time considerations. ABC
provides guidance and insights about where we should
be looking, but it is not the primary
data for operational decisions.

changing organizational structures. Teva, like many other
pharmaceutical companies, undergoes
periodic organizational changes. By
understanding cost behavior at the activPRIT r
" Q
F
ity and product level, financial managers
'
SIM
can forecast the potential performance of
newly created profit centers and reconS Million
struct what the past profit performance
50
history would have been, assuming that
Sales revenue
the proposed profit center reorganization
Marketing exponses
division
10
had existed for the past several years.
USA Lemmon division
g
The ABC system also enables senior
local market
executives to measure profit performance
Other export division
across organizational --cost and profit
i9
I
center — boundaries. For example, Table 5
Ma
Manufacturing
expenses
shows the profitabili ty of a significant
Plant A
11
product family whose individual prodPlant
B
ucts are manufactured in different plants
Plant
C
9
and are sold by more than one marketing
Plant D
divis ion.
20
Total
Jacob Winter, Teva's vice president of
39
pharmaceutical operations, commented
Totalexpenses
—
on the benefits derived from the ABC11
Profit
transfer price system:
In our changing environment, it is important for us to be
able to understand and forecast our cost behavior. Some
products remain in certain stages of production for a
long time. These stages require resources of professional
production and quality assurance staff, even when no
direct labor is involved. On the other hand,since the supply of these resources is relatively fixed in the short run,
we understand that we can use their capabilities for several small batch runs.
He also recognized that activity -based costs are not the pri28
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2%

Perhaps most important, the introduction of ABC -based transfer prices has led
to a dramatic reduction in the conflicts
among m arketing and manufacturing

managers. The managers now have confidence in the production cost economics
reported by the transfer price system.
Manufacturing managers who "sell" the
product and marketing managers who
"buy" the product concur with the reason ableness of the calculated transfer prices.
Teva's senior executives interpret the
sharp reduction in intraorganizational
conflicts as one of the most important
signs that the use of activity -based transfer prices is succeeding. ■

Robert S. Kaplan is the Marvin Bower Professor
of Leadership Development at the Harvard Business School. Dan We iss is a n instructor in the
Industrial Engineering and Management Department of the Technion (Israel Institute of Technology) and partner, OIC Technologies Consulting
Group. Eyal Deaheh, formerly deputy chief financial officer at Teva Pharmaceuticals, is currently vice president and CFO of Scitex Corporation.
Comments can be addressed to rkaplan @hbs.edu.
I R. Cooper, "Cost Classification in Unit-Based and Activity -Based Manufacturing Cost
Systems," Journal of Cost Management Fall 1990, pp. 4.14.
Z P r od u c t io n l ot s i ze s c an b e e xp a nd e d , i f d ema n d i n c r ea s e s t o a h i g h er , s us t a i na b l e
le v el , b y ma ki n g t ec h ni c al ch a ng e s t o t he p ro d uc t io n p r oc e ss an d p e rf o rmi ng a q ua l It y c on t ro l p r oc e du r e t o v er i fy a n d v al i da t e t ha t t h e p ro d uc t c ha r ac t er i st i cs an d q u al it y h av e n o t b ee n a lt e re d b y t h e l ar g er p r od u ct i on ba t ch .

3 At present, the Teva transfer price system does not charge the customer order for the
full cost of setting up the production batch nor for the inventory carrying cost of the
unused tablets or syrup. This is a refinement that could be added to the system in
future years.
Registration costs include the costs of gaining and maintaining approval from governmental agencies for the right to manufacture each product.
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ABC Technologies, the world leader in ActivityBased Information Systems, is also the world
leader for training in activity -based costing
(ABC) principles and mechanics. We have workshops ranging from demonstrating the concept
of ABC, to advanced modeling. These workshops
occur throughout the year, throughout the
country. Our goal? To help make your business
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decisions better business decisions.
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our workshops, a white paper on ActivityBased Business Intelligence, and a package of
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Em er ging C om pa ny f or 1996), call us at
1-800 -882 -3141, or email info@abctecb.com.
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BY ANTHONY J. KIIMAS, CMA
ome see reengineering as little
more than an other management
fad. Oth ers believe stro ngly that it
is the key to survival in an increasingly competitive global environment. No
matter the different op inions, there's
no denying that reengineerin g is having an effect on businesses, big and
small. A significant amount of capital,
both financial and intellectu al, is tied
up in the process of redesigning the
way we think our businesses should
work.
Accounting is no stranger to reengineering. The back office of transaction
processing is viewed by many to be fertile ground for the types of productivity
and cost im provem ents inherent in
reengineering. At Cummin s Engine
30
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Company, a Fortune 500 manufacturer
of diesel engines and power generation
equipment, we chose accounts payable
processing for our first foray into the
world of reengineering. This effort,
which is part of a larger plan to im plement a shared services concept for
transaction processing, has been under
way since 1994 and is currently nearing completion. Along the way, we have
learn ed h ow reengineering works in
the real world. We had to deal with a
variety of people, training, and systems
issues, and a host of other challenges,
as we completely rebuilt the way we
pay our bills. We learned how difficult
reengineering can be, and, as we near
completion, we are beginning to see the
rewards.

THELEGACYAPSYSTEM
ur existing legacy accounts payable
O
process had developed to the point
where major efforts to improve the
existing system failed to yield results.
Built around an IBM mainframe running IMS, the existing system had
matured to the point where further
productivity gains were related directly
to the number of people working in the
accounts payable department. A study
of the legacy process conducted in late
1994 showed a correlation between our
past due rate and the number of people
processing AP transactions. The more
people we had involved directly in AP
transaction processing, the lower our
past due rate and cycle time. This cor-

relation did not bode well for a process
that was supposed to double its transaction volume over the next few years
while holding the line on costs. Despite
several projects that attempted to
increase throughput and decrease cost,
it had become apparent to us that the
only way we could produce breakthrough improvements was by reengineering the process from the ground
up.
Although transaction processing
costs were about $4 per invoice in the
legacy process (better than industry
averages), we were nowhere near
world -class levels, which we estimated
were about $1 per invoice. Electronic
data interchange (EDI) played no role
in our legacy process, which was paper based, requiring numerous data entry
steps. Reporting was done using several mainframe FOCUS flat files, and
systems resources were required for
custom information or analysis. Our
senior, unionized workforce had a fairly
high turnover rate due to the working
conditions, which centered around
repetitive data entry.
We decided that establishing shared
services would play an important role
in achieving world -class transaction
costs. As we moved toward this vision,
where one central site would process
transactions for all of our U.S. -based
entities, we were faced with the dilemma of increasing transaction volume
while holding the line on accounts
payable operating costs. Benchmarking
studies demonstrated that $1 per
invoice was possible, so we were faced
with the challenge of doubling transaction volumes from 25,000 invoices a
month to more than 50,000 while we
streamlined AP process costs. We concluded that reengineering AP was our
only choice.

THEREENGINEERINGPROCESS

T o staff the reengineering of accounts
payable, a team was formed to provide
dedicated resources. This team was
augmented by part -time resources as
required. In addition to Cummins
Engine employees, we also used consultants to help guide us through the
process. Their outsider's viewpoint
helped to ensure that we developed a
new process from the ground up. The
reengineering team itself changed over
the course of the project depending on

Know your data, and pick consultants carefully—
lessons learned reengineering the AP function at
Cummins Engine Company.
what phase the project was in. The
business process reengineering (BPR)
methodology we chose consisted of four
phases: baselining, vision, design, and
implementation.

Baseliaing.During this phase, the
reengineering team consisted of people
familiar with the existing legacy
process, a BPR consultant, and a few
systems analysts. The team's objective
was to completely understand the
requirements placed on the existing
process. Interviews with customers,
process flowcharting, and systems
analysis are some of the techniques
used to establish a comprehensive
baseline of the process.
An important element of this phase
involved determining the scope of the
project. Although a strong case could
have been made for reengineering the
entire procurement process (from purchasing, through receiving, through
actual disbursement of payment), we
determined that it would be beyond
the scope of available resources. By
limiting the scope, we created additional requirements because any new
payables system would have to integrate with our existing purchasing,
receiving, and inventory systems. The
up side of this decision was that by
concentrating only on the payables
process, there was far less risk and the
same potential for rewards.
The baselining process took about
four months to complete. During this
phase, if a reengineering team is not
careful, valuable time can be wasted
because this part of the process deals
with the familiar. A team can spend a
great deal of time establishing a baseline for a process with which they are
all familiar, while the vision and
design phases are delayed. During
baselining, our reengineering team
worked diligently at defining the current process, but they avoided going
overboard with detail. Included in this
work were interviews with accounts
payable clerks and others involved
directly in the day - to-day operation of
the process.

Looking back, the one thing we
might have done differently would be
to involve to a greater degree those
performing the work. After we completed the baselining process, there was a
feeling among many of the AP employees that there had not been enough
involvement from the people currently
performing the work. Some employees
felt that at least one of the unionized
AP clerks should have been included
as a member of the core reengineering
team. We have taken this idea into
consideration for future reengineering
work. More involvement by the actual
workers would help them buy into the
process much earlier.
At the completion of the baselining
phase, some key conclusions were
reached:
■ The reengineering work would
include the AP process, which consisted of a request for payment (an
invoice) through the disbursement
of funds.
■ The current process was tightly
integrated with purchasing, inventory, and, in some cases, the invoicing function. The new process must
do the same.
■ Report writing and information
gathering in the legacy process were
difficult and often required the
assistance of systems personnel.
■ The current process had transaction
costs of about $4 per invoice and
was highly dependent on the number of people performing the work.
Vision phase.The next phase involved
developing a vision of the new AP
process that would exceed the requirements identified during baselining. The
goal was to start with a blank page
and design an AP process from the
ground up that would exceed all existing customer needs. Consultants and
systems resources played important
roles during this phase. As with
baselining, the consultants did not
have any previous knowledge of our
existing process and were able to work
closely with our personnel to achieve a
MAY 1997
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vision of the future AP process. Included in this initial vision were several
key elements:
■ Extensive use of EDI standards,
both for payment requests and
disbursements.
■ Tighter linkage with the purchasing
organization.
■ A client/server data model that
would improve the timeliness and
quality of accounts payable data
retrieval.
■ Outsourcing of nonvalue -added
functions such as printing checks
and keying invoices.
■ An improvement in the process
measures that we already had in
place for the legacy process.
■ A statistical quality control
approach to ensure payment
accuracy and accounting control.
It was around these elements that
the new AP process would be designed.
It was important at this phase not to
get overly involved in the details. That
would come later during the actual
design and implementation phases.
Another potential problem with this
phase can be an inflexible vision. We
encountered just this kind of problem
with our idea of using statistical quality control to ensure payment accuracy.
It seemed like an excellent idea as we
developed our vision, but during the
design and implementation phase we
were forced to rethink and modify this
approach when it became apparent
that statistics alone would not help us
recover overpayments. We had no way
to recover funds paid out in error as a
result of vendor disputes or invoicing
errors. Fortunately, we were able to
develop some additional interim controls to counter this problem.
Part of the vision phase involved
selecting software for the new AP
process. A subgroup of the reengineering team relied on their knowledge of
existing requirements, combined with
an understanding of the vision, to evaluate several software products. It is
important to note that the software
selection process did not begin until we
fully understood the existing process
and had a solid vision for the new
process. Some of the key criteria used
in selecting software were:
■ The new AP software must be capa32
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ble of complying with the Cummins
information technology architecture
(CITA). This set of corporate standards dictated network compatibility, the type of desktop interface to
be used, and the database standards to be met. Because these
standards were for open systems,
proprietary packages were ruled
out.
■ The new AP software would not be
modified at the source code level.
We knew we would spend most of
our time developing custom interfaces to link the new software with
the existing legacy system, but we
drew the line when it came to customizing the software itself.
■ The new software must be priced
competitively and have reasonable
licensing standards that would
allow us to grow our process as we
saw fit. We also wanted to buy only
what we needed, which ruled out
several integrated financial suites
that insisted on selling us a complete finance and accounting system
as opposed to accounts payable only
■ The new software would require an
open database format that would
allow us to achieve our goal of easy
data access.
Based on these and other selection
criteria, we chose the Accounts Payable
module of Oracle Financials, release
10, running on an IBM RS /6000 UNIX
server. This system complied with our
existing corporate standards and also
met our needs for the new process. We
felt we had made an informed decision
because we had put off deciding until
late in the vision phase. Software selection at an earlier phase would have
meant tailoring our vision to the capability of the software, which most likely
would result in serious gaps between
the requirements of the new AP
process and the capabilities of the new
software.
The vision phase took approximately
two months and resulted in a framework for the new process. During the
design phase, this framework would be
developed with enough detail so that
an actual implementation was possible.
Design phase. During the design
phase, some changes in the makeup of
the reengineering team were made due
to the changing nature of the work.

This phase required less assistance
from consultants and more internal
resources with systems skills and
knowledge of our accounting and manufacturing functions.
A strong dedication to the vision
kept this group from making unreasonable compromises that might have
jeopardized the fundamental changes
we were attempting. Occasional
reviews with the consultants, who
assisted in developing our vision, also
helped the team stay on track. Near
the end of the design phase, I was
brought in as the manager of the new
AP process. Reporting to the disbursements director, instead of those responsible for the reengineering, we were
able to develop some checks and balances to ensure that when the consultants and process reengineering people
were gone, we could live with the
process.
The design phase required a great
deal of systems - related work. Because
it was necessary to integrate the new
Oracle client/server AP system into our
existing mainframe legacy systems,
hardware and software interfaces were
essential elements. Interfaces that
would link the purchasing system, supplier master file, and existing mainframe reports are just a few examples.
Wherever possible, we chose EDI standards as the common interface. This
decision ensured that as we brought in
new payments processing work from
other entities, we would have a welldefined common standard capable of
linking the systems throughout our
organization.
EDI plays an important role in our
new process. We take in requests for
payment (invoices) in a standard EDI
810 format from a variety of sources
including suppliers, a third -party data
entry operation, and other internal
processes such as our purchasing card
system. On the disbursements side, our
payment instructions are transmitted
twice a week in standard EDI 820 format to our bank, which provides electronic funds transfer (EFT), wire, and
paper checks as payment methods.
EDI standards make bringing on
new payment streams relatively simple. For example, when payroll recently
asked us to take on the payments made
to employees for relocation expenses,
we quickly were able to map the data
in the relocation system into a stan-
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dard 810 format. Once this was done,
we were able to take these data into
the AP system and process payments
as we would for any other invoice. All
employees are set up in the vendor
database as vendors with immediate
terms and EFT as their payment
method. Instead of a convoluted, customized process, we were able to integrate this payment stream into the normal invoice processing quickly.
Another important aspect of our
design involves the use of outsourcing
work that we feel is nonvalue- added.
Included in this category is the data
entry associated with processing paper
invoices and the check printing
process. Because we believe that the
future of payments processing will
evolve to electronic invoices and electronic payments, we are anxious to
move our employees to higher levels of
work that do not involve paper -based
processes. We currently use an off -site
company that receives our paper
invoices and converts them to EDI. At
present, 90% of our invoices come in
this way. Within two to three years we
hope that most of our invoices will be
transmitted electronically directly from
our vendors, and we have not ruled out
the possibility of eventually requiring
our vendors to pay for the third -party
EDI processing charge if they are incapable of EDI transmissions. For now,
however, we pay the fees for the EDI
provider.
The ability to access data easily was
another important feature designed
into our new process. The legacy AP
system updated large mainframe flat
files once a month, which fed a variety
of FOCUS programs. Although our new
process still will update these flat files,
we brought in an outside programmer
to develop a custom Windows application called AP Desk. AP Desk, which is
being developed using Visual Basic,
allows internal users the ability to create ad hoc queries and to run preformatted reports that provide real -time
34
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Oracle client/server
90% EDI processing
EFT, wire, checks, all produced off -site
Real time
Graphical query tools, AP Desk (custom application)

AP data (as opposed to data in the
legacy system, which can be up to a
month old). We also have built accounting controls into this application by
allowing certain users the ability to
actually place scheduled payments on
hold or to cancel them altogether. In
addition to AP Desk, our new process
allows sophisticated users to query
views of our data using their reporting
tool of choice. Crystal Reports and
Microsoft Access are just two examples
of database query tools that are being
used in our new process.
The changes in our payables process
at the completion of the design phase
can be seen in Table 1.
Implementation. During the implementation phase, we realized our design. It
is at this stage that we learned the
most about what it really takes to
reengineer a process. With the consultants relegated to the role of occasional
advisor or problem solver and part of
the reengineering team gone off to
their next project, this final phase presented many challenges to those
remaining. The lessons we learned during this phase, which began in early
1995, can be grouped into two categories: systems - related and people related.

SYSTEMS-RELATEDLESSONS
Deadlines should be thought of as
targets. As a group, the AP reengineering team was fairly new to developing
a process from the ground up. As a
result, we often set very aggressive
deadlines. Although it's always good to
set high standards, I would recommend
that any group preparing to do similar
work sit down and look at each piece of
major systems work and evaluate what
the impact would be if the time required for completion doubled or even
tripled. I'm not advocating lowered
expectations, but unless a reengineering team has gone through similar pro-

jects in the past, I believe it will greatly underestimate the time required for
systems analysis and development. The
key here is to identify which deadlines
are truly deadlines and which can be
thought of as targets. A high level of
detailed planning for the deadlines
that can't be missed, along with an
understanding of the possible reasons
for missing deadlines, will help any
team get through the continued pressure of always trying to meet a deadline.
We felt like we were always under
the gun when it came to deadlines,
and, at certain points in the project, we
decided to go ahead with production
without being absolutely sure that we
were ready. More planning on how we
would handle major delays might have
helped. The bright spot for our team
was that when the chips were down
and we absolutely had to meet a deadline (normally because of dire accounting consequences if we didn't make it),
we were always able to deliver. I
attribute this feat to frequently reviewing the deadlines we set for ourselves
and assessing how we were doing in
relation to the due dates.
Good help is hard to find. It's no secret
that capable client/server developers
and analysts are hard to find. We often
felt that we could not quite get the
right skillset for the job at hand. Because we were a mainframe shop, we
were largely dependent on outside contractors and consultants. The lesson
learned here was to be prepared to pay
handsomely for the good developers
and act swiftly to remove the not -sogood ones. At various times in the project, we were confronted with outsiders
who didn't live up to our expectations.
Fortunately, a few phone calls to the
partner managing the relationship
resolved the problem at no cost to us
(other than lost time). On the other
hand, especially for the work developing interfaces, we were able to bring in

extremely talented pro grammers and
analysts, who were worth th eir weight
in gold. Obviously, we tried to go out of
our way to keep these people involved
as long as possible.

Ilk

Know the data. As we moved from
design to implem entation , it turn ed out
to be extremely important to have an
in -depth understanding of our accounts
payable d ata and the way they were
structured. This kn owledge only can be
acquired o ver time, but we found that
the more people who really understood
the data, the smo other th e wo rk went.
A related lesson is reco gnizing the
importance of accounting professionals
who understand relational d atabases
and systems an alysts who un derstand
debits and cred its.

'
_

,

'

Testias Is Important. We believed test ing to be so impo rtan t that we pu rchased two RS/6000 servers an d set
up a complete developm ent system
that mirro red o ur prod uctio n system.
We use this development system for
testing and train in g. Altho ugh it
worked fairly well, we have exp erienced a few problems along the way.

.

Over time, because not everything we
tested in development always worked
correctly, the development system
started to move away from being an
exact duplicate of the production system, A misapplied bug patch here,
some SQL scripts that don't quite
work correctly, and, before long, a
development sy stem is n o lo nger useful. To avoid this p roblem, proper
resources to maintain the development system are req uired . The d evelopment system also shou ld be reset to
mirror the pro duction system before
any majo r testin g is don e as part of
the test p lan .
Project deadlines also had an effect
on testing. Testing occasionally got
shortchan ged when
were p ushing
hard to m eet a deadline. This is dangerous, and, looking back at some of
the problems this neglect created, I
would recommend that missing the
deadline is accep table if th e team can
live with it and the only holdups
allowed are to complete testing.

PEOPLE-RELATEDLESSONS

A lthough a large effort went into

designing and implem entin g our new
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Train, tmin, and train some more.At
the start of implementation, the average AP employee had minimal computer skills. Our new process required the
ability to use a variety of Microsoft
Windows applications ranging from the
terminal emulator, which runs the
UNIX -based Oracle AP, to a custom
Windows application that we use to
correct EDI outfiles. Graphical query
tools also played an important role in
the new process, and the ability to
manipulate data became an important
skill. To make the transition easier and
to build the proper skills, we began

Communication, inside and outside.
Throughout the entire reengineering
process, it seemed we never could communicate enough. We held biweekly
departmental lunches to keep our
employees informed, monthly meetings
with senior management to keep them
apprised of our progress, and weekly
team meetings to keep each other upto -date. We also held periodic meetings
with controllers and other entity
finance people to try to help them
understand how our new process
would affect and benefit them. As
manager of the new AP process, I was
responsible for many of these communication sessions, and I felt that they
not only helped inform people about
our new process, but they also helped
increase my understanding of what
our internal customers needed and
expected.
We also completed several mass
mailings to our vendor base to help
them understand how the new
payables process worked. Moving from
a system that issued paper checks
three times a month to one that paid
twice a week and could pay with
checks, EFTS, or wire caused some confusion for our vendors. We focused on
getting this message to the vendors in
a timely fashion. As we move into the
future, we will dedicate even more
resources to vendor communication
because moving vendors onto EDI is
a primary goal of our process.

Not everyone is a fan of reenginesr•
ing. One final lesson is that although
we'd like to believe that everyone is
just as excited about our new AP
process as we are, this is not always
the case. Many times during the project we found ourselves driving another
"first." For example, our custom -built
end -user query tool, AP Desk, forced
some people within the company to
upgrade their networks so they could
comply with corporate standards.
Granted, we were not asking people to
do something they would not have
done eventually, but our process caused
them to do it sooner. We also caused a
variety of behavioral changes because
our new, more automated process
forced a certain amount of discipline in
places where there was none before. A
purchasing agent who may have grown
accustomed in the past to an AP clerk
correcting erroneous P.O. numbers for
a particular vendor might be surprised
that we no longer can do this because
the invoice now comes into our system
via EDI. The vendor and purchasing
agent now have to ensure that the
proper P.O. number is on the invoice.
We view this development as a positive
because rework and waste clearly have
been eliminated by the new process.
The purchasing agent and vendor
might not agree.
Our process currently is handling
100% of our invoice volume. A majority
of these invoices (around 80 %) make it
through the AP system without human
intervention. Reporting is much easier,
and real -time information is finding its
way into the hands of those who need
it. Although we still are working on
some systems and people issues, we
can see the future of accounts payable
processing at Cum mi ns , and we like
what we see. Additionally, our process
has led the way for further reengineering efforts as the company has undertaken an ambitious client/server
implementation that will span manufacturing and finance functions at 33
entities. It is hoped the lessons we
learned will help others who are about
to undertake similar major projects. ■

ummin

Job security is an issue. Improving our
ability to process an increasing number
of transactions with a smaller AP organization was one of the stated goals of
the project. Obviously, the people
involved in transaction processing felt
threatened. It could have developed
into a situation where employees chose
to leave the organization rather than
wait around to see if they had a role in
the new AP process. Increased turnover could further complicate the difficult training challenge that is a part of
the reengineering. In our situation, the
possibility was real because our senior,
unionized employees could move to
new jobs within the company without
much difficulty.
We addressed this situation by taking on the issue of job security early in
the process. We made it very clear that
although our organization would
decrease in size over the next few
years, we would achieve this change
only through normal attrition caused
by people leaving in a voluntary fashion through retirement or normal job
changes. We kept the union informed
about the implementation and made it
clear that no one would be forced out.
The few people who did leave the AP
area did so because they felt they did
not want to take on the challenge of
learning a completely new AP process,
or they did not like the new work
itself, which was much more analytical
than the previous data entry process.
We had one person who was asked to
leave, but, fortunately, we were able to
find this person another less technical
job in another part of the company.

training early using a mix of formalized classroom training, small group
sessions in the AP area, and a lot of
on-the-job training. We used our development environment in some cases,
and, in others, we actually used the
production system for limited invoice
processing to build the skills that
would be required once the new
process was in full production.
Some employees adapted extremely
well, demonstrating the analytical and
systems skills required by the new
process. Others had a tougher time as
they tried to break through the "by the
numbers" data entry approach they
were used to. The new system's capability to provide real -time data also
has provided new challenges in the
proper way to interpret these data. It
is for all these reasons that continuous
training, both on-the-job and in the
classroom, is vitally important.

C

accounts payable system, the people
side of this type of fundamental change
must not be underestimated.
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HOW ABC
A business case forecast signaled

WAS US E D
"Go" to an interactive TV project, but

IN CAPITAL
the CFO's ABC analysis said, "Stop."

BUDGETING
BY STEVE COBURN, CPA; HUGH
GROVE, CPA; AND TOM COOK
ow do you estimate cash flows for
capital expenditure projects in
your company? Many firms use
broad strategic approaches for estimating cash flows that are not closely tied
to detailed tactical assumptions about
future operations. These forecasts may
not be very reliable because cash flow
projections of new products can have a
30% to 40% margin of error.
A new division of a Fortune 500 company was established to analyze new
business opportunities in the electronic
(broadband) marketplace of interactive
television. The company and data have
been disguised here for confidentiality
purposes. The initial investment proposal was to develop a " cybermall,"
similar to the way marketing service
organizations bring together sellers
and buyers in the traditional television
marketplace. At the time, this cybermall proposal was a new idea without
any close counterparts in this emerging electronic marketplace.
Senior management of this new division initially had focused upon the
marketing strategy of "speed to market" for this cybermall project. Thus,
38
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the business case forecast was done at
a broad strategic level with few supporting details. A consulting firm provided general forecasts of the electronic market size and market share which
it converted into aggregate forecasts of
revenue, operating costs, and capital
costs. Driven by this "speed -to- market"
strategy, senior management was willing to commit $50 million to this cybermall project, based upon the business
case forecast.
The chief financial officer (CFO) of
this new division, however, successfully
argued for a tactical translation of the
business case's broad strategic view
into a detailed analysis of the cybermall's projected business processes and
activities. Senior management approved the CFO's proposal because it still
had concerns about how the technical
development and deployment of the
electronic marketplace would impact
the cybermall financial forecasts. The
CFO's proposal became an activity based cost (ABC) model (with bench marking) that created a pro forma
process engineering approach for analyzing this business opportunity.

Process analysis typically has been
used for reengineering existing —not pro
forma— processes.1 In contrast, this
business opportunity related to an
emerging industry with new processes.
Also, ABC has been advocated for use
in annual, not capital, budgeting.2
Using ABC for capital budgeting analysis of this cybermall project created an
example of activity based management
(ABM), which has been defined as providing economic information for management decision making.3
The ABC model (with benchmark ing) forecasted business processes,
activities, revenues, operating costs,
and capital costs for this cybermall
project. This tactical ABC approach
generated forecasts that differed significantly from the forecasts of the strategic business case. For example, the
ABC model forecasted that an additional $10 million of capital costs
would be needed. Also, revenue forecasts were slowed down and startup
cost forecasts were increased. Senior
management used these ABC results
to reverse its initial decision to go
ahead with this cybermall project.

Certificate of Xerit
We describe here an overview of the
business case and the ABC model
approaches; then a description of the
ABC approach for analyzing this cybermall project is provided. Finally, the
forecasts from both approaches are
compared.

BUSINESSCASEVS.ABC
MODELAPPROACHES

F igure 1 provides an overview of the

Thus, the CFO provided strategic ABM
information and b ecame part of the
business decision -making process. Senior
management also has
decided to use this
ABC approach for
evaluatin g futu re business opportunities.
Market
Assumpti ons
Such a strategic role
has been advocated as
the most im portant
future
goal forofa management
CFO's mission statem ent and the
a c c ounting. 4

business case approach to capital budgeting for this cybermall project. The
strategic business case forecasts started with bro ad m arket assumptions
concerning electronic market size and
share provided by a consulting firm.
These consu ltants then converted this
market d ata into general projections of
revenues with few supporting details.
They also used general cost assumptions to project variable and fixed
expenses without any detailed cost
analyses.
For example, the budget line items of
technology development, video production, and n etwork operations were
mainly aggregate fixed cost forecasts.

The ABC analysis
provided an understanding of projected
business processes and
activities that allowed sen ior management to have more confidence in the
detailed tactical ABC forecasts, rather
than the initial, broad strategic forecasts. This pro forma ABC approach
also is a logical next step for companies currently using ABC and benchmarking to u nderstan d ex isting b usiness processes and activities.

Capital

Projected
Revenues

Budgeting
Model

Revenue/
Expense
Projections

e G e n e , , I 'C
ost
Assumpti ons

different types of client/server technology were being deployed by cable system operators.
The business case provided general
revenue and expense projections and
pro forma financial statements. Also,
the business case provided senior management with capital budgeting information for the decision criteria of net
present value (NPV), internal rate of
return (IRR), and payback.
Figure 2 provides an overview of
the ABC approach to capital budgeting for this cybermall project. The tactical ABC model forecasts were based
upon detailed benchmarked data from
the cybermall business process analyses provided by the CFO. Using
benchmark assumptions, the ABC
approach developed a broadband
deployment or buildout schedule of
the electronic marketplace for potential interactive television subscribers.
It also developed a transaction volume
schedule for potential cybermall customers. Both schedules were used to
help generate the revenue, cost, and
capital assumptions and projections of
the ABC model.

Fixed and
Variable

_�-� � z
�

Expenses

The few variable cost forecasts were
based upon general revenue projections, such as distribution access as a
flat fee per subscriber and order processing as a specified amount per customer. A key capital infrastructure
forecast used just one type of
client/server technology for all interactive television markets although four

Pro Forma
Statements

The ABC model created a broadband
network deployment schedule by
benchmarking with external parties to
obtain detailed data concerning the
build -out of the broadband infrastructure for the electronic marketplace.
The ten largest cable or multi- system
operators (MSOs) were projected to
build or deploy broadband infrastrucMAY 1997
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Benchmarking
Assumptions

Projected
Revenues

Revenue/
Expense
Projections

Deployment
Schedule

ABC
PoolCosts

tures over five years, starting in 1996,
and all other MSOs to deploy over seven years, starting in 1997. This deployment was projected to start in the 50
largest cities or suburbs named as
areas of dominant influence (ADI).
Using this deployment schedule as a
starting point, the ABC model created
a detailed transaction volume schedule
by benchmarking shopping participation, purchase frequency, and average
spending for this cybermall project.
Because no interactive television operators existed for this emerging market,
the traditional television marketing
operators, Home Shopping Network
(HSN) and the QVC system, were used
as indirect or "out of market" benchmarks. For example, HSN had about
five million active shoppers representing 8.3% of the homes reached, and
QVC had four million shoppers representing 8.0% of the homes reached.
Also, HSN repeat customers had made
purchases between five and seven
times a year. Average spending per
shopping household for repeat customers was about $300 for HSN and
about $500 for QVC.
The tactical ABC model used detailed revenue assumptions and forecasts
for this cybermall project, as opposed
to the general ones of the strategic
business case. The ABC model forecasted slower access to cybermall customers, primarily due to delays in
developing and provisioning the broadband network. Accordingly, the revenue
forecasts for the early years were lower
I G MAY 1997
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Key
Statistics

ABC
Expenses

than in the business case.
Concerning the ABC pool costs, the
ABC model used a pro forma process
engineering approach to construct
activity resource consumption profiles
and transaction (cost) drivers that
were multiplied together to derive the
ABC expense projections. A cybermall
value chain of workflow or business
processes was specified with key activities and cost drivers. This pro forma
process engineering approach is
described below.

PROFORMAPROCESS
ENGINEERING

A

pro forma process engineering
approach was used by the ABC model
to forecast operating and capital costs
for the cybermall project. A cybermall
value chain was created with six
sequential workflows or business
processes as shown in Table 1. First,
cybermall seller relationships must be
developed to provide the goods and services available for purchase on this
interactive television system. Second,
the system to operate interactive television applications must be developed.
Third, content programs must be purchased or produced. Fourth, the ongoing operations of this interactive television system must be performed,
especially the processing of cybermall
buyers' orders. Fifth, the marketing of
the cybermall must be done. Sixth, the
network distributors and access fees
must be managed.

Capital
Budgeting
Model

ProForma
Statements

Major activities were identified for
each of these six business processes in
the cybermall value chain. Resource
consumption profiles and cost drivers
were identified for the major activities.
Cost pool rates were calculated and
multiplied by the number of cost drivers needed at various transaction volumes to project the ABC process
expenses as summarized in Table 1.
Detailed capital costs also were forecasted for various levels of activities.
The $2 million total capital costs in
Table 1 represented four initial broadband deployments. Each deployment
used a different type of client/server,
and each server type was estimated to
require $0.5 million in capital costs.
Over the initial 10 -year period of this
cybermall project, 120 network deployments were estimated for total capital
costs of $60 million, which was $10
million or 20% higher than the business case estimate of $50 million, as
shown in Table 2.
Also, three types of external parties
were identified because they were
needed to perform critical activities in
various business processes for this
cybermall project to become operational. First, cybermall sellers were
needed to do core programming in the
content production process. They also
were needed in the operations process
for selling, shipping, billing, and collecting the cybermall goods and revenues. Second, software vendors were
needed to develop and test network
applications, video content programs,
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Seller relationship process.The seller
relationship business process for the
cybermall has three major activities.
First, for the activity of acquiring cybermall sellers, account managers are
needed to obtain and maintain sellers of
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CapitalCostsinTable2:4TypesofDeployment $3
TotalCapital CostsinTable1: 120Deployments $3

and network operations for the cybermall. Third, distributors were needed
to develop, operate, and deploy the
interactive broadband network where
the cybermall will be located.

0
0

$

No. of sellers
No. of direct
mailings
Annual
staffing
No. of product
start-ups
No. of Product
Start-ups

$

Application
Development

Acquire sellers
Do promotions

=

Seller
Relationship

Application development process.The
application development business
process for the cybermall has four
major activities. First, product concepts
will be defined and evaluated with
product research, product specifications, and simulated operations. Capital costs of $350,000 are needed for
simulation equipment, a client/server,
workstations, and personal computers.
Second, two key types of design application activities are needed. An asset
management system will be developed
with a simulated startup for this
cybermall. Capital costs of $150,000
are needed for video equipment, software, and production workstations.
Also, an automated order processing
system for cybermall customers will be
developed with $100,000 of capital
costs.
Third, for the database activity, a
database operations center will be
developed. Capital costs of $300,000
are needed for the central hardware to
coordinate the workstations. Fourth,
two key types of technology activities
are needed. For the planning activity,
three technical employees and $50,000
for test equipment each year are needed to maintain technical core competency and to update technical strategy
continuously. For the deployment activity, this cybermall project will be
adapted to four technology types of
client/servers and will cost $100,000
for each type of server. Thus, capital
costs of $400,000 are needed initially
to provision four servers (one for each
server type).

2.0

$60.0

goods and services. One full-time equivalent (FTE) manager and one secretary
are projected for 1995, increasing to a
cap of seven FTEs by 1997. Second, for
the promotion activity, the cybermall
will be publicized with an annual budget for promotional mailings to potential sellers and distributors. Third, a
general manager is needed for managing seller relationships. One half-time
position is needed in 1995, increasing to
a cap of two FTEs by 1997.

Content production process.The content production business process for
the cybermall has three major activities. First, for the brokerage of program purchases, rights to use existing
programming will be purchased when
appropriate for this cybermall. Estimated annual costs are $100,000 in
1995, increasing to a $700,000 cap by
2000. Second, for the program production activity, programs for video content describing the cybermall sellers
will be produced in -house or out sourced. It is assumed that the company and the sellers will split these costs
equally, which are similar to the brokerage program costs. Third, concerning post - production guidelines, costs to
monitor and manage programming and
production are estimated as one tech-

nical employee in 1995, increasing to a
cap of four FTFs by 1997.

Marketing process.The marketing
process has four major activities. First,
for the buyer acquisition activity, salespersons are needed to obtain cybermall
shoppers or buyers. Related selling
costs also are included. Such buyer
acquisition costs are estimated to
decrease over time. Second, advertising
primarily via television and radio promotions is necessary. Costs for preparation of such advertisements are budgeted for $200,000 in 1996, increasing
up to a $500,000 cap by 1999. Third,
public relations activities included
marketing management. Personnel are
estimated at two FTEs in 1995, four
FTEs in 1996, and eight FTEs thereafter. Fourth, concerning buyer maintenance, costs to maintain cybermall
shoppers are estimated as a percentage
of total revenue.
Network distribution process.The network distribution process has two
major activities. First, account managers are needed to manage relationships with the distribution networks
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used by this cybermall. Personnel are
estimated at one half time position in
1995, increasing to a cap of two FTEs
by 1998. Second, concerning network
access fees from 1995 through 1997,
charges are based upon the number of
cybermall shoppers making purchases
and are paid monthly to the network
provider. Thereafter, the charges will
be based upon a percentage of total
shopping purchases.
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Operations process.The operations
process has four major activities. First,
for the order processing activity, there
will be two cost structures. Manual
processing will be used from 1995
through 1997 until higher cybermall
shopper volume is obtained. Thereafter,
automated processing will be used with
capital costs of $100,000. Second, concerning customer service, employee
costs are estimated at one third FTE
for each network head -end. Capital
costs of $100,000 are estimated for
workstations and software.
Third, to provision an interactive
(broadband) television network, this
cybermall project must be deployed on
fiber loops, requiring video server
equipment. Each server may feed up to
four head -end networks and up to
500,000 interactively passed homes.
Capital costs of $500,000 are estimated
for the video servers, storage units, and
personal computer systems to interface
with the fiber loops. Fourth, for cybermall seller interfacing, one manager
and three technical employees are
needed for the post - production functions of program content and network
operations.

In summary, the tactical ABC model
engineered pro forma business processes, activities, and cost drivers to calculate detailed revenue and resource consumption patterns, as opposed to the
general assumptions of the strategic
business case approach. Also, to help
senior management make this capital
budgeting decision, key operating statistics were compiled by the ABC model. Such statistics were not provided by
the business case because it was done
without detailed analyses. These statistics were classified by four types of
metrics: buyers, sellers, networks, and
infrastructure, as shown in Table 3.
If comparisons had been available,
the ABC model generally would have
provided less optimistic forecasts of
operating statistics because its related
revenue forecasts were lower and
startup cost forecasts higher than the
business case. For example, the acquisition cost per buyer would have been
higher and the revenue per seller, lower. In the network and infrastructure
metrics, the access costs and the cost
per minutelcontent both would have
been higher.
MAY 1997
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Homes passed
Access cost percent of revenue
ADI coverage percent
Network profitability
Number of platforms supported
Number of shopping applications

If the cost drivers were not already
represented in the benchmarked transaction file, they were added to these
existing transaction volumes. For
example, a new cost driver for the
number of client/servers was measured
by the interactive television deployment sequence under the cybermall
revenue assumptions. From the pro
forma engineering analysis, an activity
resource consumption profile was
established to measure the cost of a
client/server. Then, the number and
cost of the client/servers were multiplied together to project the ABC
expenses at various levels of interactive television deployment.
Thus, detailed resource consumption
patterns and transaction (cost) drivers
were used to generate the ABC
expense and capital forecasts, as
opposed to general assumptions in the
business case forecasts. For example,
the application development and
design costs were forecasted using the
number of product startups as the cost
driver. (A fixed cost was used throughout the business case.) For another
example, manual order processing initially was assumed due to low customer volume in the startup phase.
Subsequently, automated order processing was assumed. (A variable cost
per customer was used throughout the
business case.) The ABC model forecasted specific network operating costs
using the cost drivers of network head ends and fiber loops. (Aggregate
amounts of fixed costs were used in the
business case.) The ABC model forecasted capital costs that represented
four types of broadband deployments,
one for each of the actual types of
chent/servers being deployed by cable
television operators. (Only one
chent/server type was used in the business case.)
The ABC model calculated key operating statistics and differences
44
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Programming shelf life
Cost per minute /content
Connect time
Percent automatic fulfillment
Cost per transaction
Transaction response time

between the ABC and the business
case dollar projections and NPV, IRR,
and payback results. The operating
statistics are described in Table 3. The
ABC model also generated pro forma
financial statements. All this information was provided to help senior management make its final decision on this
cybermall project. The ten different
categories of the ABC model in Figure
2 were linked together as a series of
related Excel spreadsheets to facilitate
risk analysis. The final ABC model
used six megabytes of random access
memory.

COMPARISONSOFFORECASTS

F or this cybermall project, 10-year
financial forecasts are summarized in
Table 2. Panel A has comparisons of
key dollar projections for the business
case and the ABC model. Panel B has
comparisons of key capital budgeting
forecasts for the business case and the
ABC model. In Table 2, the residual
value for this cybermall project represented the net present value of its
sales price in year 10. The ABC spreadsheet model calculated both dollar and
percent variances between the two
approaches as shown in Table 2.
Key projections of 10 -year financial
amounts for both approaches were
summarized in Panel A of Table 2. For
the business case, key dollar projections were (in millions): $1,650 revenues; $1,000 cash operating expenses;
$250 net income after taxes; $50 capital expenditures; and $400 net cash
flow without residual value. For the
ABC model, key dollar projections were
(in millions): $1,480 revenues; $950
cash operating expenses; $175 net
income after taxes; $60 capital expenditures; and $320 net cash flow without residual value. Concerning the
variances, all the business case forecasts were from 5% to 30% higher than

Items per view hour
Number of sellers
Revenue per seller
Transactions per month
Percent ship date target
Seller renewal rate

the ABC model forecasts, except for
capital expenditures, which were 20%
($10 million) lower. Consequently, the
ABC dollar projections, especially the
20% reduction in net cash flow, generated lower capital budgeting forecasts
than in the business case.
Capital budgeting forecasts for both
approaches are summarized in Panel B
of Table 2. For the business case, the
internal rates of return were 43% without any residual value and 61% with
the residual value. The net present values were $60 million, $20 million, and
$3 million, using cost -of- capital rates of
20%,30%, and 40 %, respectively, without any residual value. With the residual value, the net present values were
much larger at $225 million, $100 million, and $40 million, respectively. The
discounted cash flow payback was seven years, using a 20% cost of capital
rate.
For the ABC model, the internal
rates of return were 33% without any
residual value and 50% with the residual value. The net present values were
$35 million, $4 million, and negative
$8 million, using cost of capital rates of
20%, 30 %, and 40 %, respectively, without any residual value. With the residual value, the net present values were
much larger at $190 million, $80 million, and $25 million, respectively. The
discounted cash flow payback was nine
years, using a 20% cost -of- capital rate.
The variances for the capital budgeting forecasts showed that the ABC
model results were significantly lower
than the business case results. The
internal rates of return decreased by
23% and 18 %, without and with the
residual values, respectively. The net
present values were reduced from 16
to 80 %, depending upon which cost of
capital rate was used. The discounted
cash flow payback was increased by
two years or 29 %. With higher capital
forecasts and lower revenue and cash
%n
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Purchases per year
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Browse time
Repeat time
Acquisition cost per buyer
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flow forecasts, the ABC capital budgeting forecasts were less favorable for
this cybermall project than the business case forecasts.
From the ABC analysis, the electronic marketplace deployment and resulting market share and revenues were
too slow while the startup and investment costs were too big and too early
to justify the cybermall project at this
time. Also, the operating leverage for
profit growth did not become favorable
until the mid -life point of this cybermall project, as opposed to an earlier
prediction in the business case.

ABCPROVIDESTACTICAL
APPROACH

T he ABC model provided a methodology to analyze future business opportunities concerning new types of products
and services in emerging markets. The
additional level of detail was the key
difference from the business case
approach for this cybermall project.
The pro forma analysis of the business
processes and activities with linkages
to revenue and cost structures provided critical information for the final
decision on this cybermall project.
This approach appears to be applicable to all types of capital budgeting
decisions and should provide a unique
opportunity for senior management to
understand how business processes
and activities impact revenue and cost
forecasts. As in this cybermall project,
the business case approach typically
analyzes the symptoms of changes
using various levels of market shares,
revenues, and costs, but no clear analyses of the causes or drivers of these
changes are provided. By contrast,
such causal analyses are provided by
this ABC approach which attempts to
understand how changes in business
processes and activities impact market
share, revenues, and costs.
The ABC information provided a better understanding of the cybermall
business processes and activities. This
additional knowledge allowed senior
management to have more confidence
in its strategic decision making for this
project. Senior management agreed
that the additional costs spent on the
ABC and benchmarking analyses were
justified by the benefits of more
detailed operating and financial information.
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For example, the following key uses
of this ABC model were identified for
this cybermall project in the emerging
electronic marketplace:
■ Establishing linkages between technology (the electronic market
deployment and distribution of
interactive services) and financial
forecasts,
■ Using indirect or "out of market"
benchmarks for revenue and cost
forecasts,
■ Creating a dynamic model that
showed how unitized ABC costs
behaved and changed over time in
providing interactive services, and
■ Specifying operating leverage more
precisely with different step -cost
functions at different levels of volume.
These key uses also helped clarify
marketing strategies for this emerging
industry, i.e., broad market coverage
versus narrow or niche market development of interactive services.
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As shown by the comparisons in
Table 2, the tactical ABC model produced less favorable forecasts for the
capital budgeting decision criteria than
the strategic business case. Thus,
senior management decided not to do
this project at this time. Because the
ABC model also was a working spreadsheet model, sensitivity and "what -if"
risk analyses were performed but the
final decision was to reject the project.
Senior management decided not to be a
first or early entrant into this emerging electronic market.
This ABC model provided a detailed
tactical methodology to analyze business opportunities in emerging markets, as opposed to the general strategic view of the business case approach.
The initial "speed -to- market" strategy
in the business case was tempered by
the tactical ABC analysis of the cybermall project's feasibility. Forecasts of
the ABC model created more confidence in making this cybermall decision; therefore, senior management has
decided to use this ABC model for analyzing subsequent business opportunities in the electronic marketplace.
Thus, by using this ABC and bench marking methodology to provide
strategic information, the CFO became
part of the strategic decision- making
process in accordance with the key goal
for a CFO's mission statement and the
future of management accounting. ■
Steve Coburn, CPA, is chief financial officer,
Teletech Corporation, Denver, Colo,
Hugh Grove, CPA, is professor, School of
Accountancy, University of Denver, Denver,
Colo., and a member of the Denver Chapter,
through which this article was submitted.
Tom Cook is associate professor of finance,
Daniels College of Business, University of Denver, Denver, Colo.
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(CAM) proeram
he Certified in Financial
Management (CFM) program was introduced in
December 1996 as a new
certification program of the
Institute of Management Accountants,
augmenting the well known CMA certification program that has served the IMA
membership for the past 25 years. The
program has proved to be popular, as
more than 1,600 applicants have registered
for the CFM program thus far.
The purpose of this article is to explain
why the program was created, how the
program was designed, describe the benefits of the CFM, and provide the reader
with background on how the CFM was
conceived.
Before we begin, it is difficult to talk
about the CFM program without fast recognizing three great forces within the
IMA who had a tremendous influence
upon the conception and design of the
program —the late Dr. James Bulloch, former managing director of the Institute of
Certified Management Accountants; Keith
Bryant, Jr., former IMA president and former chairman of the ICMA Board of
Regents; and the late Clark Johnson, former Chairman of the ICMA Board of
Regents, CFO of Johnson & Johnson, and
most recently IMA president -elect and
chair of the IMA Planning Committee.
Dr. Bulloch provided a great deal of
analysis and insight into the various alternatives explored during the conceptual
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phase of considering several specialty designations and tiered certifications. His indepth knowledge of the certification
process and seasoned judgment were very
valuable in assisting the Planning Committee and the Board of Regents in the
initial phases of the CFM concept. Keith
Bryant, Jr., provided the Board of Regents
with guidance, leadership, and encouragement in the development of both the CFM
and the new examination on demand.
Clark Johnson provided the foresight and
courage needed to move forward with the
concept, with his uncanny knack for
understanding the needs of the financial
management profession, and with the
impetus to move quickly on the program
implementation. In fact, Clark's unshakable vision for a certification in financial
management and his expectation of bringing projects to a successful completion
without delay were true marks of his
leadership.

HOW THE CFMWASCONCEIVED
here is a popular expression that goes,
"What the mind can conceive, you
can achieve." Well, what the IMA leadership conceived, with the input and hard
work of many, it certainly did achieve —a
new certification program.
In 1990, then IMA President Tom
O'Toole set a stake in the ground with the
CMA program by setting a goal to significantly increase the number of CMAs by
the year 2000. Tom's purpose was to

T

define the direction for IMA and spur the
leadership into action to do things that
would propel IMA's membership and
number of certified members to new
heights. Certainly with a larger number of
CMAs, the CMA designation would have
even more stature and influence in our
profession, and the value of the certificate
to the holders would be greatly enhanced.
By setting this goal, Tom provided the
vision for the future and gave all of us in
the IMA leadership a target for which to
design strategies and tactics to achieve
the goal.
In the early 1990s, the Planning Committee, the senior IMA staff members, and
the Board of Regents held brainstorming
sessions on how to achieve an increase in
the number of CMAs. Many ideas were
suggested, debated, and ranked as to the
effectiveness of how each might impact
the growth of the program. One set of
ideas involved specialty designations that
a CMA could earn in a particular industry
or field. Similar to this was the notion of a
tiered designation, where CMAs would
begin with a standard designation suitable
for persons early in their career, and move
up to a higher level designation as they
progressed along their career path. In any
event, the idea was to provide more
opportunities for certification for the
membership and future members in the
hope of increasing the overall level of
numbers of certified professionals.
During the 1994 -95 IMA year, the
Regents began to deliberate on the ideas of
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a tiered or specialty designation, and were
already critically analyzing ways to make
the CMA exam process more efficient and
more customer friendly in terms of exam
feedback and timing of the exam. Not surprisingly, the Regents and ICMA staff
simultaneously worked on developing proposals for the reengineered "exam on
demand" as well as a tiered designation
that would be the forerunner of the CFM.
The ICMA Board of Regents originally
recommended a tiered program —such that
a CFM could be earned by a CMA if he or
she had executive financial management
experience and passed an additional exam
part. In this proposal, the CFM was
deemed to be a higher level certification
than the CMA. After considering the proposal, the Planning Committee came back
to the Regents in Spring 1995 with a
direction to consider having the CFM on
the same footing as the CMA. As a result,
the new proposed certification would be
equal to the CMA, and was expected to
appeal to many more candidates —both
within and outside of IMA. After discussion, the Regents agreed with the Planning
Committee that the two -track approach
would be strategically superior to a tiered
certification.
The IMA consciously named the CFM
to stand for "Certified in Financial Management" instead of "Certified Financial
Manager' to emphasize that both the
CMA and CFM programs are of equal
value. The IMA leadership was concerned

that if the term "manager" was used, than
the CFM might be perceived as being a
higher level certification. Many of the
Regents preferred the use of the noun
"financial manager" to be consistent with
the noun in the CMA — "management
accountant," and this concept was debated.
However, the group realized the strategic
positioning of the certification in the marketplace was more important initially than
the actual name. As may be recalled, the
CMA started out as the "Certificate in
Management Accounting." In addition, the
IMA Planning Committee was concerned
that using the word "manager" in the designation might potentially imply that a
person had been certified with supervisory
skills, which is not the intent of the CFM.
Credit is given to Clair Raubenstine, who
was the Chair of IMA's Planning Committee at the time the decision was made, for
suggesting the name of "Certified in
Financial Management."
The IMA Board of Directors approved
the funding for the new program in February 1996. The estimated one -time cost to
develop the CFM exam was about
$220,000, which included the question
bank development. About $260,000 was
allocated for the promotion of the CFM,
which included further market research,
promotional materials and brochures, and
the advertising campaign. The benefits
from attracting new financial management
professionals, who would not normally
become members of the IMA because of

its emphasis in the name "accounting,"
were deemed to more than offset the cost.
It should be noted that the CFM cost, in
conjunction with the Computerized Exam
on Demand funding, resulted in a total
funding request from the IMA Board of
Directors of more than one million dollars, which the Board overwhelmingly
approved.
The ICMA Board of Regents approved
the final exam content specification outline in the spring of 1996, and registration materials and information packets
were available in May 1996. A contract
was signed with Sylvan Learning Systems, the largest provider of computer based testing services, to provide ondemand computer -based testing for the
ICMA's certification programs at its sites
throughout the U.S. and internationally.
The new CFM program was promoted
internally so that all members were aware
of the program. New member kits were
updated and new CFM brochures were
created. External promotion of the CFM
was accomplished, and IMA's official
logo and letterhead were updated to
include the CFM along with the reference
to the CMA. The first CFM exam was
given in December 1996 in a computer based format. This was a tremendous step
forward from a process and technology
standpoint as compared to the pencil and
paper exam offered only twice a year, and
will eventually provide for immediate
exam feedback to the candidate.
MAY 1997
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WHYTHECFM?
hat prompted the IMA to develop
the new certification program?
First, IMA wanted to have a certification
that appealed to more people in our profession and to provide certification opportunities to members in our profession who
are not currently certified. IMA believed
that the CFM would expand the numbers
of certified professionals.
The CFM was created to provide certification opportunities for those in financial
management functions in business and
education who do not consider themselves
"accountants," and, therefore, would not
sit for the CMA. It is expected to address
the needs of prospective members interested in IMA certification and membership
who regularly use the same or similar
body of knowledge as the CMA, but who
would not normally be a CMA because of
the label "accountant."
Another factor of importance was that
many states regulate the word "accountant" or use of designations that have
"accountant" as a component of the letter
designation. The CFM certification should
not be subject to these restrictions, and
will likely provide greater flexibility to
those who desire to display their designation to the public.
Offering a CFM would help foster
growth and the professional influence of
the Institute, which in the long run will be
beneficial to all IMA members, as well as
to the management accounting and financial management professions. In summary,
the IMA leadership wanted to expand the
certification opportunities available in our
profession of management accounting and
financial management. IMA believes that
by offering the CFM, and by leveraging
off of the existing CMA program and
examination, the goal of expanding certification opportunities can be accomplished
effectively.

W

THE CFM- INPUT,SURVEYS,
ANDDEBATE
with any new program, especially
where there is significant funding
involved and a strategic direction at stake,

A
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considerable input was sought and
received from members, CMAs, and the
leadership, and discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the CFM concept were debated. This process is desirable in a democratic organization such as
IMA, but it required the IMA leadership
to have its act together and fully understand the implications of another certification program.
In order to determine if there was sufficient interest in the CFM Program, two
surveys were conducted. The first was at
the CMA Breakfast in June 1995 at the
San Antonio Annual Conference, and the
second was to a random sample of CMAs,
those requesting CMA information, and
student members ofIMA. Of those
responding to the surveys, 69% indicated
that the CFM designation would have value for them, and 78% said they were willing to take an additional exam to achieve
the designation. In addition, 62% of the
responses received as a result of the 1995
announcement of the proposed CFM program were favorable, with most of the
respondents seeking information on how
to participate in the program. When the
program was introduced, the IMA estimated that about 2,000 CMAs would attain
the CFM each year, up to at least 50% of
the total active CMAs.
In addition to the demand for the CFM
from IMA's current membership, there
appeared to be a demand in corporate
finance organizations and in the finance
departments of universities. Based upon
the amount of promotional marketing
being spent to promote the CFM exam,
IMA expects that about 1,000 candidates
from markets outside of the traditional
IMA membership base will sit for the
CFM during the next year.
One question raised was why did the
IMA leadership decide to implement two
separate certifications, instead of having
one designation that would combine the
attributes of both the CMA and CFM?
Conceptually, the idea of having one all
encompassing certification program was
believed to be a good alternative. However, from a practical standpoint, there were
several implementation issues. For exam-

ple, what would the program be called? A
CMA? This wouldn't attract the financial
management element and therefore limit
expansion. A CFM? Unfortunately, it
would be difficult attracting the traditional
accounting students and their faculty who
would prefer to align with the management accounting aspect. Besides, there is
already a great deal of name recognition
with the CMA that is very valuable. A
CMA /CFM? This would be difficult to
market and promote. The fact of the matter is that even though maintaining one
certification is an appealing idea, it was
difficult to name and target the exam.
Another issue that the IMA leadership
considered, based upon member input,
was the potential of the CFM program to
"dilute" the CMA program, or unduly
compete with the CMA. The argument is
as follows: Because there will be a natural
interest in this new certification, there
may be a shift in the number of people
taking the CFM exam who would normally sit for the CMA exam. As a result,
some believed there was a potential that
the CMA program would not grow as fast
as it would have ifthe CFM program were
not introduced. This argument is countered by the fact that the IMA is expected
to increase its membership and influence
in management accounting and financial
management even more by having a
greater number of professionals certified
in total than it would have had ifthe CFM
program were not introduced.
The costs of potential dilution were
weighed against the benefits of larger total
certification numbers. Larger certification
numbers will provide greater recognition
to those already certified in management
accounting and financial management and,
therefore, is a desirable goal. After all, the
IMA has a mission to expand the body of
knowledge in management accounting and
financial management.
As a final item of debate, the notion of
"grandfathering" existing CMAs into the
CFM program was actively considered
and debated. This concept was flatly
rejected by the Board of Regents.
Although the body of knowledge for the
CMA and CFM is similar, the CMA and

ing
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To tkeCF—M
Taking the CFM exam is a unique experience for an IMA
certification program because it is now offered via computer
at Sylvan testing sites located throughout the U.S. and internationally. I recently took the CFM exam in January 1997 at
a Sylvan testing site in Lansing, Michigan, and found the
approach very efficient, convenient, and novel. First, I was
able to take the test just a few miles from my house instead
of driving to another city where the exam would normally
be offered, which was very convenient. I was able to select a
day and time to take the exam which fit my schedule (a Saturday morning), so that I didn't miss any work, which was a
big improvement over being locked into a paper- and - pencil
exam schedule given only twice a year on fixed days and
times.
When I arrived at the Sylvan site, I took a seat in a comfortable waiting area in anticipation of my personal briefing
by the testing administrator. In the waiting room, there were
college students awaiting entrance exams, nurses awaiting
the nursing exam, and others waiting to take professional
certification exams in their fields of endeavor. One by one,
the testing administrator briefed each person.When my
turn came, he checked my I.D., validated the exam I'd be sitting for, asked me to check any personal belongings other
than my calculator into a locker, and took me into the common testing room and explained how to operate the computer.When tests began, the candidates in the testing room
were watched through a window by the administrator, and
there were cameras taping the people taking the exam for
added testing security.The exam was timed to be three
hours long, and I was given extra time to get acquainted
with how to navigate around the sample exam in the Windows operating system environment, and to take a few sampie test questions.
On the computer you have the option to flag questions

CFM Part ? exams emphasize different
aspects of the body of knowledge, and the
parts are not interchangeable. Therefore,
the Regents felt that a person aspiring to
become a CFM should be expected to sit
for that exam part. The Regents also felt
that CMAs recognize that anything of value must be earned, not simply given away.
The CFM is not an entitlement; it is a professional certification. Furthermore, the
surveys of CMAs and CMA candidates on

for review and come back to them Iater.The computer
keeps track of and displays the exam time elapsed and the
time remaining. There are also online help screens and online look -up tables for present values and additional case
information as needed. Using a mouse to click on the selected answer was very simple, as was navigating around the online exam. Normally, immediate feedback of the exam results
(pass or fail) would be available to the candidate, but
because the item bank of questions was still being validated
in live testing, the ICMA held the initial exam open for a 60day period, and then in March provided results to the first
group of candidates. Since April 1997, the exam is now truly
on demand with immediate feedback to the candidate, and is
the pilot vehicle for a fully implemented computerized exam
on demand for both the CMA and CFM, with final implementation expected December 1997.
Adequate preparation is required by the candidate to sit
for the CFM exam.The candidate can prepare by completing
a business education with an emphasis in accounting and
finance, taking review courses offered by vendors and by
studying hard. In my case, I studied from a review course
book, but I recommend taking a formal review course if you
have time.
The CFM exam is fairly challenging, as evidenced by the
fact that there was about a 43% pass rate for the first group
of candidates, and the majority of the candidates were existing CMAs.There was some concern by members that the
new 100% objective format exam would be too easy, but, in
fact, the higher -level cognitive skills and the body of knowledge can be effectively tested using this format. Because of
the challenge of the CFM exam, this author will have the
opportunity to sit for the exam again, after the 90 -day period for retaking the exam has elapsed.
■

this issue showed that taking an examination to achieve the CFM was favored by a
wide margin.

THECFM BODY OFKNOWLEDGE
he CFM is targeted towards existing
CMAs who want to broaden their certification credentials, personnel within the
finance organization (in treasury, planning
and analysis, finance, etc.), finance educa-
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tors and students, people in banking, business analysts, and anyone who identities
with the corporate financial management
function, including CPAs and consultants.
In contrast, the CMA program is geared
towards those within and outside of the
IMA who are not certified in management
accounting, who identify more closely
with the accounting functions, and prefer
to be called "accountants" This includes
accounting students, accounting educators,
MAY 1997
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public accountants, and management
accountants and controllers.
In the CFM Content Specification Outline, Parts 1, 3, and 4 are the same as the
CMA. There is some overlap in which
certain topics are tested at a higher cognitive level in either the CMA or the CFM
exam. There are also specialized topics
on the CFM that are not tested on the
CMA, and specialized topics on the
CMA which are not tested on the CFM.
Part 2 of the CFM emphasizes usage of
financial statements, advanced topics in
corporate financial management, risk
management, and basic understanding of
accounting standards. Part 2 of the CMA
emphasizes advanced topics in financial
statement preparation, accounting standards, and auditing. Finally, it should be
noted that the CFM is not intended to
test the body of knowledge of "personal
financial planning" but is geared toward
the corporate financial management environment.
Table 1 shows the major exam topic
areas for the entire CFM examination,
and Table 2 shows the major topical
areas and level of difficulty in CFM part
2 versus CMA part 2.
Existing CMAs in good standing can
become CFMs by simply registering with
the ICMA and passing the CFM part 2
exam. All other aspects of the program
including the CPE requirement, experience requirement, code of ethics, and
degree requirement for the CFM are the
same as the CMA. CPE hours earned
during a year apply to both the CMA and
the CFM. In fact, a CMA is able to earn
CPE hours for passing the CFM part 2,
(and a CFM can earn CPE by passing the
CMA part 2).

recognition by the candidate's employer
through company publications and awards
programs for this significant achievement.
Second, it should provide better opportunities for career advancement in a company, and better prepare the candidate to
handle downsizing situations. Third, those

BENEFITSOFTHECFM

with professional certification receive
higher salaries. As an example, CMAs
continue to out -earn those who are not
certified by an average of 15 %. Fourth,
certification gives the edge in new
employment situations over those who are
not certified. Finally, the experience of
going through the certification process

lie benefits of certification, in particular the CFM, are numerous.
Financial management professionals
will benefit from this new certification in
a number of important ways. First, achieving certification should result in greater

T
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enhances a deeper learning and understanding of the subject matter. For those
who would like to display their certification credential in public, the CFM designation might better serve this purpose than
the existing CMA.
Employers gain by employing certified

Table 1. CERTIFIED IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

A.
B.
C.
D,
E.
F
G.

Microeconomics 110 -15 %) (Level B)
Macroeconomics (10 -15 %) (Level A)
International Business Environment (10.15 %) (Level B►
Domestic Institutional Environment of Business (10 -15 %) lLevel A)
Working Capital Policy and Management (10 -15 %) (Level C)
Long -term Finance and Capital Structure (10 -15 %) (Level Ell
Organizational Structures, Management, and Communication (20.30 %) (Level B)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Use of Financial Statements (10 -20 %) (Level B)
Advanced Topics in Corporate Financial Management (50 -70 %) (Level C)
Risk Management (10.15 %) (Level C)
External Financial Environment (10 -20 %) (Level A(
Accounting Standard Setting Environment (5.10 %) (Level A)
Part 3 - Management Reporting, Analysis, and Behavioral Issues

A.
B.
C.
D.

Cost Measurement (20 -30 %) (Level C)
Planning 120 -30 %) (Level C)
Control and Performance Evaluation (20.30 %) (Level C)
Behavioral Issues (20 -30 %) (Level B)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Decision Theory and Operational Decision Analysis (20 -30 %) (Level C)
Investment Decision Analysis (20 -30 %) (Level C)
Quantitative Methods for Decision Analysis (10 -15 %) (Level B)
Information Systems (20 -30 %) lLevel B)
Management Controls (10 -15 %) (Level B)

professionals for several reasons. First,
because those holding IMA certifications
agree to abide by a code of ethics, this
requirement raises the professional stature
of the company's employee and leadership
team. Second, because CMAs and CFMs
agree to keep up with changes in their
field through continuing education, the

Table 2. CFM (Part 2) COMPARED TO CMA (Part 2)

A. Use of Financial Statements (10.20 %) (Level B)
B. Advanced Topics in Corporate Financial Management
(50-70%) (Level C)
C. Risk Management (10 -15 %)(Level Cl
D. External Financial Environment (10 -20 %) (Level A)
E. Accounting Standard Setting Environment
(5 -10 %) (Level A)

knowledge base of the company's human
resources is enhanced, which can be a
strategic advantage. Third, the body of
knowledge required by the CFM or CMA
certificate holder is more encompassing
than only accounting and financial management. It covers many business - related
disciplines, and better enables the candidate to analyze the entire business picture,
helping management to make a variety of
critical financial and business decisions.
Taking the CFM exam as a student or
recent university graduate is especially
beneficial because the material is still
fresh in the mind of the candidate and
reinforces what has been recently learned
in formal education. Passing the exam and
seeking certification demonstrates to
prospective employers that the student is
very serious about his or her career, and is
committed to professional excellence.
Discussions with students or new
members interested in certification often
elicits this question: Which exam does the
IMA recommend for those interested in
building a career in financial management
now that IMA offers two certifications
equal in value and comprehensive in
scope? Our answer is the CFM would be
appropriate for those building a career in
financial management, but dual certification is encouraged, which can be easily
attained by first passing the CFM, and
then one more part to become a CMA.
Further, a person who is a CPA can take
the four parts of the CFM examination
and ear both the CFM and CMA by
waiving part 2 of the CMA exam. The
CMA currently is widely recognized in

A. Development of Accounting Standards (10 -15 %) (Level A)
B. Advanced Topics on the Preparation of Financial Statements (50 -70 %)ILevel C)
C. Interpretation and Analysis of Financial Statements (1015%)(Level C)
D. External Auditing (10 -15%) (Level A)

the marketplace and is used in many
employment advertisements, and this fact
should be taken into account by the candidate. In summary, the CFM or CMA certification is a valuable investment for those
truly interested in their career success.

LOOKINGTOTHEFUTURE
s a result of implementing the CFM
program, the Institute of Management Accountants now will offer two certification tracks that are equal and will be
emphasized equally. If the marketplace
gives more preference and attention to the
newest certification over the other, than
the marketplace will decide, but the IMA
does not intend to emphasize one program
over the other. A person could choose to
be certified as either a CMA, a CFM, or
both, depending on what he or she wants
to emphasize in his or her professional
career. The IMA encourages all existing
CMAs also to become certified as CFMs.
The ICMA has made the requirements for
earning the CFM designation as simple as
possible while maintaining the integrity
and value of the CFM.
The CFM is likely to become a very
popular designation, and the IMA leadership is very hopeful that it will be as successful as the CMA certification has been
in serving the needs of the management
accounting and financial management profession. Perhaps in 25 years we will see
an article in the IMA magazine that
describes the CFM's humble beginnings
and how successful the designation has
become over the years.

A

In closing, I would like to recognize
the following individuals and groups for
their dedication, hard work, and leadership in bringing the CFM program to successful development, implementation, and
fruition: Clark Johnson, CMA; Dr. James
Bulloch, CMA; Keith Bryant, Jr., CMA;
the 1995 -96 Board of Regents, the 199697 Board of Regents, Bill Brower, CMA,
CFM, (ICMA Board of Regents CFM
subcommittee chair); Carl Smith,CMA,
current Chair of the ICMA Board of
Regents; Greg Stratis, CMA (ICMA
Board of Regents Computerized Exam
subcommittee chair), IMA Executive
Director Gary Scopes, CAE; IMA Chairman Bill Ihlanfeldt, CPA; IMA President
Clair Raubenstine, CMA, CPA; IMA
Managing Director Jack Vaccaro; lPC
Enterprises; the 1995 -96 IMA Board of
Directors; the 1995 -96 IMA Planning
Committee; and especially ICMA Managing Director Priscilla Payne, CMA, and
the ICMA staff. This certification program
truly was a team effort and demonstrates
that with proper leadership, member input,
and professional staff expertise, the IMA
can successfully do anything it sets out to
accomplish for the benefit of its members
and the management accounting and
financial management professions. ■

James C. Horsch, CMA, is IMA committee
vice president — corporate and Academic Relations and former chairman, ICMA Board of
Regents. He is director, Electric Planning at
Consumers Energy, Jackson, Mich.
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anagement accounting
M
hat knowledge, skills, and
abilities do we need as management accountants to
keep pace with the changes
in our profession? That question is difficult
to answer. Try as we will, we only have a
picture of what is being practiced at one
point in time. If we look at a series of these
point -in -time pictures, particularly of leading -edge companies, we soon gain insight
into the direction management accounting
is moving. Most important, it becomes all
too obvious that direction is all we ever
will have, as we are a profession that will
continue to add value only as we remake
ourselves to meet the ever changing needs
of our environment.
Much of our metamorphosis has been
evolutionary rather than revolutionary —
until the last five to 10 years, that is. Few
professions can say they have experienced
the degree and speed of change that management accounting has experienced.

WHATARETHECHANGES?
ot since 1492 with the invention of
double entry accounting by Fr. Luca
Pacioli has anything impacted accounting
as much as the silicon chip. Information
technology —both hardware and soft ware—has become remarkably available
and affordable. Over the past few years,
automation has increased dramatically,
system capability has expanded enormously, and integrated information systems have
been developed. Many traditional accounting functions have been computerized and
centralized and have been shifted from
management accounting to clerical staff.
Electronic mail and electronic data inter-
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change (EDI) are used extensively.
These changes have made information
more accessible than ever. Closing the
books at year -end used to take weeks. Now
many companies close in a few days or are
near virtual close. Consequently, the
finance staff can get results to management
in a fraction of the previous time.
Also, the days of entering data and producing basic reports are over. Management
accountants must interpret and analyze
data and do financial planning and financial modeling. Many people we interviewed as part of IMA's Practice Analysis'
said it isn't as important to know what the
numbers are as to know what the numbers
mean. These comments are consistent with
businesses wanting more involvement from
management accountants throughout the
entire business process. A Hewlett - Packard
finance manager summed up the change:
"We are not accountants; we are analysts
and business partners."
And here are more changes: Routine/
mechanical transactions are being automated and centralized; companies are being
reengineered; processes are changing; the
idea of continuous improvement is not just
a slogan—it's for real; the focus is on the
customer; and there is a mandate to use
costs in a forward - looking way. As a result,
management accountants no longer are
performing many of the traditional functions connected to "accounting" in its data
collection and statement preparation
aspects. Instead, management accountants
are taking on a new role, one with much
more financial emphasis than traditional
accounting.
At all professional levels in the finance
function in the companies we visited (see

sidebar), data collection, data entry, and
straightforward reporting of data are being
replaced by explanation, interpretation, and
analysis of data. In their new role, management accountants are business partners,
members of cross - functional teams, change
agents, and organizational educators. They
refer to them selves not as "accountants"
but as members of the "finance function"
because finance has a broader connotation
than accounting. Accounting is perceived
as a system that reports on what happened
in the past, while finance focuses on the
future. In fact, in two companies we visited, management accountants shun the word
finance and call themselves decision -support specialists. They reason it is a much
better description of what they do.
But regardless of how they refer to
themselves, management accountants see
their role as distilling diverse information,
putting it into a useful format, and facilitating management decision making. Clearly,
they are spending less time on transactions
and more time working with other functions or enterprise business opportunities.
What other changes are coming? In the
words of the accounting executives we
interviewed as part of the Practice Analysis
project:
In our organization, we are trying to
fashion ourselves into a provider of distilled information that the senior managers can act on very quickly versus
providing a bunch of data and letting
them sort through it. (US West)
Fourteen years ago the job was to get
the numbers in the right columns, get the
books closed at month -end. What we are

asking people to do is not only close the
books but help people manage the business so we can be more effective and
more profitable and more operationally
effective. (Hewlett - Packard)
(The role of finance) will progress
toward less data gathering and more
data analysis and consultation kind of
work so that it will take a more skilled
person to help teams and get them
focused on understanding their costs.
We are getting to a point now where
everybody has a PC. 1 think it's important that we move to a mode where
we've got things so integrated that a
manager can point and click and see
information and then ask questions.
Then we should be sitting with them to
help them understand and to answer
some of their questions and to help them
analyze. (Caterpillar)
...Change is accelerating as we go. The
change in the last five years is much
more dramatic than, say, the previous
five or 10...Now the accountants are not
only the interpreters, but they help drive
management toward the proper
response to what the numbers are telling
us and toward helping tie together the
financial results with the business
strategies. We're going from a number crunching -type mode to a business partnership, more strategic approach. (ITT
Automotive)
Run-of-the -mill finance departments are
spending all their time building the
reports and throwing them over the
fence. Leading -edge finance depart-

and
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ments have got the reports just coming
through, and they're spending their time
analyzing the data and telling the management team what they need to know.
(Boeing)
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BY C. S. "BUD" KULESZA, CMA, CFM, AND GARY SIEGEL, CPA

The new roles require finance staff to be
more accessible, to stop policing, and to
become full partners on a team. In many
organizations the transition from control
and compliance to trust and respect may be
difficult because of past practices or

It is critical that both financial and nonfinancial people
understand the total context in
which their company operates.
Not only do finance staff need
to understand the whole business to be most useful, but
engineers and manufacturing
staff need to understand costs
and how important they are.
This transference of such management accounting skills as
strategic cost management
gives leading companies a better- quality solution to enterprise business problems. It is
not unlike transferring quality
knowledge to production
workers so they can build
quality into the product rather
than inspect it out.

TEAMWORK
he trend toward business
partnering and working on
cross - functional teams has fostered an increase in interaction. Most accounting /finance staff report
spending a substantial proportion of their
time working with other departments. That
means good communication skills are of
paramount importance. These "soft skills,"
once considered "nice" to have, now are
"necessary" for successful employment.
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because some managers may not believe
we management accountants can quickly
adapt to new ways of doing business.
Therefore, as a profession, we have to build
good working relationships with people in
other departments. This is especially
important given the trend in many compaMAY 1997
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nies to locate management accountants in
the departments they service rather than in
accounting departments that are physically
isolated from the people they have to work
with. Some of the companies we interviewed described the interactions of their
finance staffs with other departments in the
following manner:
We are involved on teams where [products are being developed]. The service
we provide is financial analysis. We try
to bring certain analytical skills [to the
table] to evaluate and identify alternatives and then to model that from a cost
and benefit perspective. There are many
different tools we bring in terms ofstatistical or financial type analyses.
(Ohmeda)
Our accountants have a seat in accounting, but we ask them to be out oftheir
seat more often than they are in it
because what they ought to be doing is
working as a business partner with the
production managers. They need to help
the managers understand ways to do
things better in the manufacturing
process. Instead ofjust an MOH (manufacturing overhead) number that is
applied for cost accounting reasons, we
want to provide production managers
with data that say, "Here is what is driving your overhead structure; here is
what you can fundamentally do different
to drive your costs down." (Hewlett Packard)
Note: Being part of a team helps people
learn more about their company:
I try to make sure that as many people as
1 can are involved in various teams
because what that does is give them a
sense ofwhat other functions are working on —it gives them a sense of contributing to the organization. (Ohmeda)

BECOMINGBUSINESSPARTNERS
uddenly management accountants are
in demand in all aspects of business,
The management accountant's broad
knowledge of the organization, coupled
with his/her strong analytical skills and
familiarity with available information,
makes him/her a valuable business partner,
58
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How do companies describe this trend
toward business partnering?
...we have gotten away from just being a
policeman or bookkeeper to being more
an advocate ofmanagement and working hand in hand with management on
influencing or molding the decisions
that are made by the various organizations within the company so that finance
has a true input. Now you are more a
partner. You cart advise others that if
they do one thing, the impact on the
financial results will be that. (Abbott
Labs)
I see the role as consultant rather than
cop. 1 think by analyzing a department's
function we should be able to come up
with recommendations that will increase
efficiencies. (Gates)
In this organization there has been a lot
ofeffort to build bridges and to partner
as opposed to being the watchdogs of
the organization. That is what auditors
end up being, and that is what traditionally accountants got pigeonholed into. 1
think that has changed. I think there are
a lot ofpeople here that are very receptive to that change. We hear from people
that we are helpful. (Ohmeda)

SEEINGTHEBIGPICTURE
xecutives want data to be presented in
a context that is meaningful to them.
To be successful, accountants need to
broaden their perspective so they can
understand and explain things in business
rather than financial accounting terms. To
accomplish this goal, management accountants need to increase their general understanding of the business environment
inside their company as well as their company's industry. Focusing on the important
assumptions underlying a strategy or problem or doing things faster (timeliness) is
more important than the preciseness of the
calculation.

E

GETTINGTHERE
n the past, management accountants
weren't noted for their interactive skills
or interest in other areas of the business. As
a result, organizations haven't been proac-

I

tive in involving the finance staff in the
business decision - making process. Financial professionals who are interested in
changing the way they interface with the
rest of the organization must take the first
step to show they are high -level contributors who can add value to the process.
Once they prove to their organization that
they are supportive, willing to expand their
overall business knowledge, and share their
financial acumen, the demands for their
services will soar.
Managers at Boeing report that members of their company's finance staff are
working hard to get other departments to
include them in the decision - making
process:
It's been a long, hard road. The finance
people used to be very adversarial. They
would just automatically say no. They
were paid to do that. Today it's not so
much saying, no, it's how you say no or
how you work with others so they come
to that conclusion themselves. In years
past the work statement would be developed, finance folks would go off'into
their world somewhere else, come up
with some numbers, and say, "Here's
what the numbers say, and you guys
can't do this." The biggest thing is we
had to get out ofthe control mode. We
had to move from control to enable. The
finance function of this company had
been in a control mode for a long time,
so the change isn't overnight. You have
to earn others'trust.

DEFININGTHEEXPECTATIONS
ompanies expect management accountants to have solid technical skills and
strong interpersonal skills coupled with
solid business acumen. Sound like a lot to
expect? It is, but it's the price management
accountants pay for having one of the most
involved, broad - based, and interesting
jobs.
Taken together, the technical and job
function changes have led to higher expectations about the performance of management accountants:
You notice none ofmy people are called
clerical this or that. They are all analysts. That is deliberate. I expect them to
think, to know what the end point is,

what our expectations are. Once they
have done that, as long as they've got
the capability, I give them the resources
and let them do their job. That is a huge
change. (Takata)

COMP,NI;_=S INTQRVE-V/HD
As part of the Practice Analysis of Management Accounting, in- depth, in- person
interviews were conducted at nine leading -edge companies to understand what
management accountants are doing today and where the profession is headed:
Abbott Laboratories
Boeing Company
Caterpillar
Gates Rubber Co
Hewlett- Packard
ITT Automotive
Ohmeda
TAKATA Inc.
U S West

Good oral and written communication
skills are essential because finance staff
need to be able to distill information and
then communicate it clearly:
We are speaking to senior managers
who don't have a lot of time. You have
to be crystal clear, very crisp, very
good at articulating, particularly if
you are trying to persuade in five minutes. (U S West)
You obviously have to have the tools to
do t he job, but to communicate your
answers and your conclusions to somebody else so that they understand it—
that's the key. (17T Automotive)
Accountants must do multi faceted decision support, decisions at an operating
level, at a divisional level, at a corporate level. People must float across division and functional lines in providing
support and almost integrating into the
operations. (Abbott Labs)
The world we're describing isn't specialized like we were trained to be. I t
needs more generalists. A generalist has
to be able to take the detail data, which
will be managed by a computer system,
supposedly with some smarts to it, and
interpret it for use by the management
team. That means financial professionals are going to take the financial data,
the human resources data, and the
scheduling data and the other metrics
that the business manager needs and
report out to the guy. They're going to
have much more general knowledge of
how the business works.
Also, they need a strong capability of
using software enabling technology, the
ability to use a suite of software or processing database, spreadsheets, graphic tools, the ability to access data out of
many legacy systems. I t's a required
piece of the toolkit which wasn't the
case five years ago. Five years ago, you
could rely on some systems person to
go and write an extract report gathered

Abbott Park, III.
Renton, Wash.
Aurora, 111.
Denver, Colo.
Fort Collins, Colo.
Auburn Hills, Mich
Louisville, Colo.
Auburn Hills, Mich
Englewood, Colo.

The interviews, conducted from June through August 1995, focused on how the
profession is changing and the skills that are needed to make the transition.
The Practice Analysis information presents a clear picture of where management
accounting was, where it is now, and where it is heading in the future.You can use
the information to prepare yourself, your staff, and your companies for new
accounting The Practice Analysis is available on the IMA home page on the Internet at www.imanet.org under the category IMA Materials.

out of a mainframe or something like
that. That is not our world today.
(Boeing)

WHAT'SAHEAD?
veryone we interviewed expects the
trend we have described to continue.
Management accountants, frequently
called finance staff, will do less accounting
and more financial analysis and business
partnering. While there is agreement on the
direction, there are differences by company
in predictions about how fast and how far
change will go. These differences probably
are rooted in where the company is now,
the speed at which its practices are changing, and the organization's attitude toward
change. One company's present practice is
another company's future practice,
As a profession, few can compare to
management accounting and its ability to
remake itself as the needs of business
change. The transition from transactional
activities and control to more financial
management, analysis, and decision support is directly in concert with the business
demands of today. The emphasis on using
accounting to move the business forward
rather than look historically at the past is
evident everywhere we look. Professional

E

organizations and universities alike have
recognized this change in the business
environment by focusing their programs to
help individuals meet these new demands.
As individuals we need to be aware of the
changing business needs so that we can
determine the best way to meet those needs
and then implement those changes actively
within our organizations. We must make
certain that we have the knowledge, skills,
and abilities to change ourselves and our
organizations. If we don't, we and our
organizations will be left behind as
progress passes us by. As the adage goes,
change is the only constant. ■
C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA, CFM, is senior vice
president and controller of ITT Automotive and
a member of IMA's Board of Directors where he
is a national vice president.
Gary Siegel, CPA, Ph.D., is an associate professor in the School of Accountancy at DePaul
Univers ity and president of the Ga ry Sie gel
Organization, an independent opinion research
and behavioral accounting firm.
1 Gary Siegel, CPA, and C.S. "Bud' Kuleaza, CMA, CFM,
"The Practice Analysis of Management Accounting,"
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, April 1998, pp. 20.28.
The original research can be found In Gory Siegel,
The Practice Analysis of Management Accounting,
Institute of Management Accountants, Montvale, N.J.,
1996.
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ACCOUNTINGPRACTICES
Louis Bisgoy, CPA, Editor

IMAPUBLISHESTWOSMAS

N ew Statements on Management
Accounting (SMA) deal with shareholder value creation and a redesigned finance function, The SMAs
were approved in substance by the
Management Accounting Committee
in March and now are available
through IMA's Order Department at
(800) 638 -4427 ext. 278, or Fax: (201)
573 -9507).
SMA 4AA, "Measuring and Managing Shareholder Value Creation," is
intended to help management accountants and others to:
■ Understand concepts underlying
shareholder -value creation,
■ Link value creation to shareholderwealth maximization,
■ Unravel financial and operational
drivers that can lead to improved
performance,
■ Understand the differences between a variety of measures that
can assess management performance within the context of shareholder -value creation,
■ Appreciate the organizational and
management accounting challenges
in implementing value -based management to improve shareholder value creation, and
■ Broaden shareholder and management awareness of the importance
of shareholder value creation.
The Statement recognizes that the
stakeholder is at the focal point of
all economic activity within the firm
and that maximizing shareholder value is the objective of the organization. While the shareholder is seen
as the central stakeholder, other
stakeholders, such as employees, customers, suppliers, and the community
60
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are not ignored. Value - creating firms
make decisions that maintain a proper balance between the competing interests of all stakeholders.
SMA 5E, "Redesigning the Finance
Function," reflects the changes occurring in organizations today. The
Statement recognizes the necessary
changes companies must make to reduce the cost of basic business transactions while, at the same time, enhancing the quality, reliability, and
responsiveness of the systems that
provide information for use inside
and outside the company. Readers
will be helped to understand:
■ Why organizations are redesigning
the finance function,
■ Finance function best practices,
■ The stages of a successful redesign
program,
■ Performance metrics for various
finance function activities, and
■ Sources of finance function benchmarks.
Certain factors drive the finance
redesign process. For one thing, finance is a relatively expensive function. Second, because many companies that installed computer systems
during the 1970s and 1980s failed to
integrate the transaction - processing
systems with their business strategy,
many systems and processes have become awkward stand -alone creatures.
Third, because the finance function
has been burdened by time- consuming transaction processing, the value creating potential of financial resources has not come to the fore.
Finally, going concerns must strive to
improve their cash - generating abilities. This requires accurate and
meaningful financial reporting of current performance, often entailing rigorous analysis of prospective costs
and benefits associated with planned
new investments; finance can provide
the framework for such analysis.

IASCNEWS

A

Steering Committee of the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) published a Discussion
Paper, "Accounting for Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities," on
which comments are requested by July 15. IASC characterizes the proposals, which would include coverage of
derivative financial instruments, as
"far- reaching." Among the key proposals are:
■ More comprehensive balance sheet
recognition of financial assets and
financial liabilities,
■ Accounting for complex transfers
of financial assets that more closely reflects their contractual provisions,
■ Measurement of all financial assets and financial liabilities at fair
value,
■ Presentation of changes in fair
value immediately as income or
expense, and
■ Improved disclosures about an enterprise's policies for managing
risks.
Sir Bryan Carsberg, IASC's Secretary- General, said "There is an urgent need for accounting standards
on derivatives and other financial instruments. No national standard setters have vet dealt with all the complex issues involved in a way that
commands general support from all
interested parties even in their own
countries, let alone internationally.
The Discussion Paper brings us closer to the day when the International
Organization of Securities Commissions can consider endorsing International Accounting Standards for cross border capital raising and listing
purposes in all global markets."
In a related matter, the IASC published a study, Survey on Derivatives,
that indicates the majority of multinational companies think that the
harmonization of accountancy standards and international comparability
of financial statements are important
for their businesses. The survey, carried out by Axel Vietze of the University of St, Gallen, Switzerland,
focused on the current use of derivatives and their accounting treatment.
Included in the survey was group
policy concerning derivatives, account-
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ing for risk management activities,
and recognition, measurement, and
disclosure.
Both the Discussion Paper and the
Survey on Derivatives may be obtained from IASC, 167 Fleet Street,
London EC4A 2ES, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (171) 353 -0565, Fax: +44
(171) 353-0562. The price of each is
£15, which includes postage.

IFACDEVELOPMENTS

T he International Federation of Accountants has released an Exposure
Draft of revisions to its Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants,
which would modify ethical guidance
with regard to disclosure of confidential information and the employment
of nonaccountants on certain engagements. Recognizing that the Code's
strength lies in accountants' adherence to benchmark ethical guidance,
IFAC also is exposing for comment
changes to its "Statement of Policy
on Implementation and Enforcement
of Ethical Requirements." Comments
are due June 30. A copy of the Exposure Draft may be obtained from
IFAC, 114 West 47th Street, Suite
2410, New York, NY 10036. Tel: (212)
302 -5952.
IFAC also wishes its membership
to know that the Capital Markets Forum of the International Bar Association Section on Business Law recently has opened its membership to
nonlawyers in furtherance of its objective to be a leading, broad- based,
and credible private sector voice on
vital issues pertaining to international capital markets. You may receive
further information by writing to Ms.
Annabel Westlake, International Bar
Association, 271 Regent St., London
W1R 7PA, England. Tel: +44 (171)
629 -1206, FAX: +44 (171) 409 -0456
Re: Capital Markets Forum.

RESEARCH
JulianFreedman,CMA,Editor
CREATINGANDMANAGING
KNOWLEDGE
Dennis C. Daly, Metropolitan State
University, IMA representative to the
Consortium. for Advanced Manufactur62
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ing- International (CAM-1), submitted
the following report on CAM -1's firstquarter meeting in New Orleans,
March 10 -12.

F or the past 25 years, CAM -I,
through quarterly technical sessions,
ABC and capacity management training classes, publications, and research
interest groups has created and disseminated knowledge. The presentations at the first- quarter meeting,
with the theme "Moving Toward the
Knowledge Era," continued this
process by focusing on the creation
and management of knowledge —about
customers and products, ABC /ABM
tools and techniques, processes, and a
new paradigm for learning.
Every organization that wants to
survive has to be prepared to abandon knowledge that has become obsolete and learn to create new knowledge on a continuing basis. Michael
Roberts of RPM Associates provided a
four -step knowledge work agenda for
this transformation. The first, frequently neglected step is to define
knowledge work. Roberts defines
knowledge work as "the performance
of activities or tasks which require
an advanced level of understanding,
information, or technical skill in order to be successfully completed."
The second step is to apply ABM
to knowledge work. Roberts demonstrated the FastTrack ABMTm software as an example of how to facilitate this implementation.
The third and most difficult step is
to identify and cope with implementation barriers to applying ABM to
knowledge work. The implementation
process is particularly challenging because many workers often have only
limited exposure to quality management, process management, and
ABM. Roberts recommends (fourth
step) overcoming these barriers by
training all workers in process management and project management using group techniques and adult learning concepts.
Abandoning knowledge that will
soon become obsolete and rapidly creating new knowledge for survival in
an era of utility deregulation has led
Central and South West Corporation
(CSW) to adopt ABC. Ron Bradley
discussed the transformation of the
electric utility marketing function

and the cost management information
assessment process that led to the
decision by CSW to adopt ABC in
1995. A critical part of the transformation process was to understand
and assess the profitability of customer groups and how this knowledge can be used to shape future
marketing and strategic plans. The
CSW team decided to build an ABC
model that would result in the calculation of profitability of each of the
22 unique customer groups. It was
quickly discovered that the model
needed to include the entire corporation to understand all the costs that
flowed through the corporate value
chain to the ultimate customer. The
team was able to construct a strategic- looking model with 85 activities
that included enough cost information
to differentiate the cost to serve one
customer segment vs. another. The
model had enough detail to convince
executive management to adopt the
ABC concept.
Tom Roberts of Case Corporation
discussed the dramatic financial turnaround the company has achieved
and how the finance organization is
transforming itself into a knowledgecreating network. The 150- year -old organization started with a significant
restructuring program flowing from
its mission statement and the resulting strategic imperatives. Case implemented many new management
processes including TQM, supply
change management, demand flow
manufacturing, integrated product development, and reengineering to effect this transformation. Part of the
transformation process has been to
reengineer the fmance organization.
Cost systems must be an enabler
to implement process management
systems. The role of cost management is to investigate, understand,
and assist in the implementation of
effective cost tools and efficient cost
measurements. This role includes increasing organizational awareness
and ownership of cost and ensuring
linkage between business processes.
Finance personnel met this challenge
by developing a business partnership
role rather than the traditional
backward - looking bean - counting role.
The next step is to implement a
continuous improvement process by
linking ABC, ABM, activity -based

budgeting, an d target co stin g.
Barbara Sim on etti jo in ed with MicroMentor, In c. to p resen t a "New
Paradigm o f Learn in g." Th e practice
of financial m an agem en t as we kn o w
it today was in ven ted to m easu re
progress in an in d u strial era. To d ay
new road map s mu st b e con structed
for the kn o wle d ge era th at h as already begu n an d is rapid ly accelerating. These ro ad m ap s m u st allow fo r
the m easu remen t o f in tellectu al cap ital and th e cap acity o f th e o rgan ization to learn . Kn owledge is created
by giving it away (teaching ). Barb ara
noted that we n eed to d evelo p an d
im plem en t a th eory o f "collaborative"
advantage in o rd er for o rgan izatio n s
to learn m ore effectively. She p ro vided a dem o n stratio n o f an in teractive,
desktop learn in g pro gram; th e CDROM- based, mu ltimed ia pro gram h as
been develop ed for several m ajor corporations. Th e key p o in t is t h at we
must redesign bu sin ess learn in g,
which requ ires q u estio n in g learn in g
processes. Oth erwise, th e red esign is
unlikely to p ro d uce po sitive sustain able resu lts.
In additio n to th ese p resen tation s,
CAM -I continues to pro vid e a prod uctive collabo rative en viron m en t for th e
identification, develop men t, and disseminatio n o f advan ced m anagem en t
best practices. Th e vario u s in terest
groups pro vid e th e vehicle for th is
productive collaboration. At th is m eeting, the Pro cess Man agem en t In terest
Group pro vid ed a process m anagement im plementation d iscu ssion forum, inclu ding presentation s fro m

GTE, ICMS, and Arthur Andersen.

PROJECTOVERRUNSNOMORE:
NEWAPPLICATIONFORTOC
A book review of The Theory of Constraints and Its Implications for Management Accounting by Alfred M.
King, CMA.

H ave you ever been involved in a
project, for example, development or
modification of software, installation
of a new accounting system, business
process reengineering, or even building an addition to your home? If so,
the odds are substantial that the
project took longer than originally
planned —and quite likely that it cost
more than anticipated. Why? What

Pro-formas
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• Automatic ratio analysis, variance analysis
and break-even points. What -ifs in seconds.
a Up to 27 fully integrated Financial
statements and schedules - one -year
monthly and unlimited multiple years
(monthly and annually).
• Date-ready for the year 2000.
• Automatic presentation -quality printing;
easy- to-follow documentation;
free support.

"Well- organized statements, powerful, flexible, easy to use."
Aro •ecte
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Corporate Edition $399

ec tl o n

+$6 s/h
Call to order;

1(800)567-4500
Pendock MallomLtd., 245 8th Ave., #340,NY10011
is there about projects that seemingly
inevitably causes them to have
overruns?
Eli Goldratt , originator of the theory of constraints (TOC) and author of
The Goal, has written a new and
provocative novel titled Critical
Chain. The subject is project management; Goldratt uses his substantial
creative skills to combine an interesting story line with a detailed explanation as to why projects invariably
do overrun.
However, knowing Goldratt, the
term "invariably" should be applied
only to those project managers who
have not yet had the benefit of reading Critical Chain. Using the concepts of TOC, the book shows why
projects go off track . In preparing
project estimates, everyone puts in a
"safety" contingency. But as in other
incarnations of TOC, local optimization may be at the expense of the
global whole. Finishing one step early
does not help subsequent steps,
whereas if one critical step (bottleneck) is late the whole project runs
late.

In some ways, Goldratt 's new book
may have even wider applicability
than The Goal. TOC is put forward
in that original book in the context
of manufacturing. In today's business
environment, where manufacturing is
less than 25% of GNP, TOC in manufacturing has a limited audience.
But nearly every business enterprise,
governmental unit, and not - for -profit
organization uses project management. This book is strongly recommended for every management accountant . We are all involved in
costing, estimating, and auditing projects. Don't get involved in another
project of any sort without reading
this book . A bonus, as the literary
critics say, is that Critical Chain is
"a good read."
The Theory of Constraints and Its
Implications for Management Accounting (94300/$40), published by IMNs
Foundation for Applied Research, contains case studies of seven manufacturing sites that h ave pu t the theory
of constraints into practice. You can

order it by calling IMA's Order Department, (800) 638 -4427, ext. 278.
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,,ch Forum
Michael Castelluccio, Editor
S

QUIETPLEASE I MTEACHING
MYCOMPUTER
TOWRITE
S

Why hasn't someone
developed a more
natural way for us
to interface with
our computers?
We have mice
and trackballs,
joysticks and drawing pads; there are
even people experimenting with gaze - tracking —the
computer watches your eyes, and as
you move them, it responds. And, of
course, we have that crusty old technology, the keyboard. The ligament
twisting typewriter keyboard actually
predates the presidency of Ulysses S.
Grant. So while the monitor has gone
to color, motion, and three dimensions,
and computer sound has upgraded
from tinny beeps to full digital CDquality sound, we still sit and tap
away at letters and numbers in the
same way as the office workers depicted in the very first silent films. By
now, shouldn't someone have created a
way for us to just talk to our computers?
They have, but for a number of reasons there has been a delayed reaction
from the public. Until recently, to work
well, speech recognition systems required powerful, expensive hardware.
With 486s and Pentiums, the engines
are now on our desktops. Perhaps a
second reason is that the keyboard is
just another one of those things we are
64
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reluctant to give up because it is familiar and comfortable —like the customary measurement system which we
were supposed to give up in
)r of the metric sysem changeover that
was supposed to
happen, when?
Maybe because
writing is manual, we need to use
our hands inputting
ambers or words to
s though we have
done something. Or, perhaps
when people say that they don't like
talking to machines, what's really
meant is "people are suspicious of talking machines."
Despite the slow reaction, the interface with a voice is available. Research
in machine speech recognition has
been going on for decades at places
like Carnegie - Mellon University and
IBM, and today there are several reasonably priced programs that enable
your computer to respond to your voice
commands and that enter text from
your dictation. These programs have
made a remarkably quiet entrance into
the market, especially when you consider what they do and the problems
they had to solve to do what they do.
The first problem was to decide how
much the computer needed to know to
understand us. Does it need both a vocabulary and a firm grounding in
grammar and syntax? And how large a
vocabulary? For simple commands —
FIND FILE; REMOVE PARAGRAPH
INDENT; GO TO BOOKMARKS AND

LOAD YAH00 —just a vocabulary of
terms and their correct order would do.
Dictation would require a much more
extensive word list and probably some
basic rules of grammar so the machine
could make intelligent guesses about
the sounds it was hearing.
It sounds simple enough. Just build
a database of the word sounds that
suit the function. You could even develop specific vocabularies for different
users (as has been done for business,
scientific, legal, and general users).
Just divide the words into their component sounds (called phonemes), and
store these in the computer's memory
(translated, of course, from analog
sounds to digital files). Well, not exactly. There is more. For instance, does
the word orange begin with an ah or
aw sound? Usually,orange isa two syllable word, but in some parts of the
country it is only one. The database
might be somewhat larger than first
envisioned, unless you decide to create
a version for each regional accent or
teach the machine to guess when it
hears a variation. And what about people with foreign accents? How would
you adjust the database to read their
pronunciation?
The problem gets even more complicated when you consider discrete and
continuous speech. If English was a
newly acquired second language for
you, you might have trouble with the

CMA
REVIEW
Self -Study Course
Books, Audio Tapes, and
Interactive Software
20+ Years of Successful Candidates
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Earning Your CPE Credits
Can Be As Fa st As Re adi ng
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING°
To earn CPE Credits, read the specified

receive a Certificate of Completion

articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®
and the subscriber's guide. Complete

stating that you have earned six

the quarterly CPE self -study quiz by

fields of study. You can earn up to 24

answering the 50 multiple choice

hours of CPE Credits each year for

questions, and return the answer sheet

only $129.00, or six hours of CPE

for grading to the Institute. You will

Credits each quarter for only $35.00.

recommended CPE Credits in specified

To Order Call 1- 800 -638 -4427, ext. 278
For Information Call 1 -800- 638 -4427, ext. 213

word passme. Pronounced out loud, it
is no problem for the experienced English speaker even in the often encountered longer word pleasepassmethepeas.
Human memory is so complex and nuanced, we don't have to divide words
into discrete enunciation. For the computer though, there are two solutions.
You can either require the person dictating to place a small pause (1 /10 of a
second) between each word so the computer hears each discrete unit, or you
can build in complex rules that make
intelligent guesses using association
and contextual clues for continuous
speech.
One final word about meaning and
understanding. You might guess that
the speech recognition program need
not bother with the meaning of words
because it is just translating sounds to
text on the screen. It doesn't need to
know what it is typing. Or, does it?
Which there does it type when it hears
that sound (there, their, they're)? Or
which for (for, four, fore) or which to
(to, too, two)? Often, the program has
to make intelligent decisions based on

Circle No. 14
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context and patterns of word groups.
Humans make this look easy because
we process language on a number of
levels: a dog is a pooch, and it is also a
lousy piece of hardware, and, with a
pony in a show, it is a semitransparent
fraud. We think literally, metaphorically, and symbolically although we would
be hard pressed to explain just how we
do this. Want to explain to a machine
why a three -dog night is not a culinary
expression?
To see how the speech recognition
program works, let's look at how you
set up Dragon Systems' DragonDictate®. VoiceTypeT"' is IBM's comparable program, but I found DragonDictate easier to use and more efficient.
The operation of both, however, is very
similar. After loading the program, you
are asked to introduce the sound of
your voice to the computer so that it
can set a volume level. You are then
asked to repeat a number of command
words and phrases so the program can
begin its adaptation'to your unique
pronunciation patterns.
As you progress through a short tutorial, you learn more about how the
system works. You discover that the
microphone screens out background
noise. The program continues to adapt
to your pronunciation as you use it,
and it will get smarter as you correct
recognition mistakes. You save these
corrections in a user's file, which is
yours alone. You log on by name to
continue this customization and to
avoid changing what the program has
learned about the voices of other users.
There are a number of ways to make
corrections, and these become second
nature after a while. If you are watching the screen as you dictate, you can
correct a word by saying "scratch that"
and saying the word again. If it is still
misrecognized, you can look at the
word box on the screen that lists alternate words. If the correct word is
there, you can choose it by saying
"choose 3," or whatever number it happens to be. If it is not on the list, you
can spell it out or, as a last resort, type
it. You also can edit larger groups of
words, add words to the vocabulary,
and create macros.
The program is not just a word processing system. There is an entire family of commands for maneuvering
around and working in spreadsheets
like Excel. In fact, DragonDictate inte-

grates with virtually any Windows application. Using spoken commands to
call up Netscape Navigator, to retrieve
e -mail, and then to reply without keyboard or mouse is where computing
should be— looking toward the 21st
Century with our hands no longer resting on a device from the 19th. You
don't need the mouse either because
Dragon Systems programs allow you to
call up a mouse grid which has a virtual mouse that will listen to you.
And how well does it work? The
more open your mind is to the process,
the quicker the adjustment. You are
not speaking to a foreigner so you
shouldn't do what many people do in
that situation —speak more loudly and
much more slowly. You have already
set the volume, so you can use a comfortable, conversational tone. At first,
there is a tendency to make the pauses
between words unnecessarily long. As
you shorten the breaks, lower your
voice, and get used to making corrections, the system works very well and
continues to improve. Compared to
how long it took to learn to type, the
initiation is very short.
Last month, Dragon Systems released a beta version of Naturally
Speaking, the first general purpose,
large vocabulary, continuous speech
system. The active vocabulary has
30,000 words, and there is a backup
dictionary of 200,000+ words. Continuous speech means that you speak without pauses, and this can result in more
than 100 words per minute input at
95% accuracy for a trained user.
One last observation. As you spend
more time with the system, you become more aware of just how unnatural keyboarding is. It's like dropping
down the evolutionary scale of technology from face -to -face conversation, to
the telephone, to typesetting —with
each step down taking you further
from the ideas that are the focus of
communication. It's time we move on
to the new - fangled technology of the
talkies.
For further information:
DragonSystems,Inc.
Tel. t-800-TALKTYP(1.800.825-5897)
Internet;http:/lwwv.naturaIspeech.com
IBMVoiceTypeSystems
Tel.1-800-TALK2ME(1-800-825-5263)
Internet
httP.,//www.software.ibm.com/workgroup/voicetyp

PRODUCTSMARKET
Proven Edge Entrepreneur Edition is a
multifunction, integrated pro gram for
managing serviced -based small businesses. From Proven Edge, Inc., the
software links accounting, contact
management, appointment scheduling,
full- featured word processing, and
graphical reporting arou nd a common
database. A training video is included,
and there is free access to a toll -free
RapidStart Hotline. A professional edition of the same program o ffers a more
extensive feature set including pay roll,
job costing, and inven tory and project

Two books of special interest to accountants and auditors have been recently released:

Accountant's
Guide
to the

N
I TERNET

Accountant's Guide to the Internet
from John Wiley & Sons, Inc., is for
beginners and experienced users.
Through listings, articles, and interviews, the author, Eric Cohen, shows
how accountants can cut research
time, effectively market their professional services electronically, conduct
business over the Internet, take advantage of international business opportunities, and access hard -to -get
form s and docum ents. Relevant news
services, forums, bulletin boards, and
online publishers are listed.
Circle No. 53

`
Eric E. Coben

ma n a g e me nt . Circle No. 50

Prove IN is a line of tests that covers a
variety of office an d technical skills.
From Know It All, there are mo re th an
90 tests in areas su ch as word processing, spreadsheet, datab ase, and grap hics applications. Tests for prospective
programmers and technical personnel
also are availab le. Employment professionals can use these self- contained,
self - correcting tests without loading
the application(s) bein g tested on their
computers. Most tests have 25 questions and can be completed in 15 minutes. The tests are app ropriate for job
applicants as well as emplo yees who
ha ve c omp le te d t ra ining. Circle No. 51

The Auditor's Guide to Internet Resources by . J i rn Ka p la n is a va il a b le

from The Institute of Internal Audi -

tors. The book assists internal auditors in accessing hundreds of audit
and accounting resources by serving
as a map leading readers from an introduction to the Internet to particular information for auditors. It lists
nancial man agement information, educatio nal issues, accounting and business shows, and more than 150 hyper links to other accounting, tax, finance,
and govern ment-related sites.
http: / /www.icpas.org

specific audit programs, e-mail connections to other auditors, and details how to conduct research for
audit - related purposes.
Circle No. 54

In mid -April, Hyperion Software an-

nounced an agreement with the BAAN
Company of Putten , Netherlands. Extending the intern atio nal reach of b oth
companies, the joint venture will provide a financial m anagement solu tion
that is datab ase independent, multin ational with advanced budgeting, consolidation, repo rting and an aly sis
capabilities an d will leverage th e Internet for electronic commerce and
user access.The fin ancial line will combine BAAN IV Finance with Hyperion's Enterp rise an d Pillar. In a second
phase, the advantages o f a new release
of BAAN V will combine with those of
the Hyperion Analytical LedgerTm
(HAL) technology. Circle No. 52

NstNEWS� 0
The Illinois CPA Society Web Site has
more than 700 pages of information for
its member CPAs and the general public. Featured on the site: information
for the consumer, a career center, fi-

Leader of the Pack
BASSETS
F i xe d As s et S ys t e m
fo r W i n d o w s
a 6] k

BASSETS

• Windows & Windows 95
• Performance
• Ease of Use

• Data Import and Export
• Intelligent Data Entry
• General Ledger Interface
• Complete or Partial
Disposal and Transfer

For free, no obligation
full working demo, call:
D e c i si o n S u p p o r t T e c h n o l o g y
41 Spruce Run, Ramsey, NJ 07446 • (201) 934 -9259 • Fax: (201) 327 -5525
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A Classified Section

One of Ch icago's prem ier corp orations
seeks experienced Project Man agers
and Business Analysts to join their systems replacement team. Selected candidates will be responsible for leading the
selection and implementation o f t h e
new finan cial systems. Must possess
prior experience and excellent interpersonal skills, CMA a plus. Unlimited
growth potential in this high - profile
project! Salary to $90,000 and excellent
benefits.

Prestigious College of Arts seeks an
accounting professional, rep orting to
the CFO/Treasurer. This individual will
implement college accou nting policy
and practices in cluding mainten ance of
financial bo oks an d reco rd s, financial
analysis, and man aging th e college's
business office. Position req u ires a
minim um of 10 years of related
experien ce with at least five y ears in
a supervisory capacity. Work history
will preferab ly inclu de progressively increasin g respon sib ility in th e
accountin g area in a large co llege o r
university settin g. Degree with a major
in accounting or related field is desired,
Master's d egree and /or CPA p referred.
Salary to $90,000, co mmensurate with
qualifications and experience.

Th is two billion dollar financial information services company is seeking
an in d ividu al with ove r two years of
public/private experience to work in
th is dyn amic organization. Candidate
should b e ambitious and dedicated and
have excellent oral and written communication skills. Responsibilities include
assisting with month -end closing and
reports, supporting Senior Analyst with
revenu e and spending trends, budgets
an d variance analysis work. Salary to
$35,000 and great growth potential.
Company promotes from within.
Fortune 500 public company seeks Staff
Accoun tants to become mem bers of
their corporate accounting team. These
individuals must be detail- oriented and
analytical. Position offers a great mix of
reporting, analysis and special projects.
Salary to $32,000 plus great benefits.

Privately held publishing company
is seeking a Staff Accountant. Ideal
can did ate
have a m inimum of one
year experience and a B.S. degree
in Accounting. CPA a plus. Must have
excellent comm unication and interpersonal skills. Position requires dealing
with executive level managem ent as
well as various departm ent heads.
Respo nsibilities range from journal
en tries to financial reporting and
analysis. Excellent ground floor opportunity. Good benefits package and
salary to $35,000.

Publicly traded m anufacturing company is seeking a CPA with a strong
em phasis on sales and use tax audits.
Ideal candidate will have a strong
desire to grow with the company. This
key position requires a detail oriented
individual. Salary to $45,000 and excellent benefits.

This large corporation is moving their
regional branch to the Midwest. The
search has begun for a responsible
individual to handle all fiscal responsibility. Here's that entry -to- management
opportunity you've been waiting for!
Salary to $40,000 with great benefits.

will

Exciting opportunity to join a well established natio nal manu facturing/
distribu tio n firm . Brin g your cost
analysis skills to the table and help propel this firm to h igh er levels o f p ro fitability. Requirements are a solid operational, production, cost accou nting
background. Salary to $45,000 depending upon experience.

Fast - growing, publicly traded financial
services com pany is seeking a CPA to
groom for senior management opportunities. Ideal candidate must have direct
SEC and supervisory experience. Prior
exp erience in either public accounting
or consumer finance is necessary. Strong
sy stem s and PC skills are required for
this challenging position, CMA desired.
Good benefits and salary to $63,000.

Engineering firm specializing in the
design of airport term inals is seeking
an accounting specialist. This professional will review job costing, work with
the project manager on invoices and
tracking jobs, oversee audits, reviews,
contracts and plans and handle reim bursements when needed. The ideal
applicant will have strong computer
experience in an Excel or Lotus environm ent and an Architectural/Engineering background. Salary to $50,000
plus benefits.

Billion - dollar Denver area company is
seeking accounting professionals to
support operations and help guide
growth. Responsibilities will include
analysis, budgeting and modeling. Position is very prom otable and is a great
opportunity to move ahead! Salary
ranges from $40,000 to $55,000 depending upon experience.

A Cfassifred Section

Well known distrib u to r seeks an
accounting professional. Respon sible
for conducting month -end closing,
preparing finan cial statem ents, variance analysis, complex bank reconciliations and special projects. This position
requires an analytical and p recise individual. Good benefits and salary to
$38,000.
This growing specialty pu blisher seeks
an accounting professional with two
plus years of experience to prepare and
analyze all fin ancial statem ents. In
assisting the Controller, this individual
will also hand le all acco un tin g tasks
including general ledger analysis, bank
reconciliations, periodic financial analysis and budget wo rk. Bo n u s an d o u tstanding benefits including salary to
$40,000.

A large internation al comp any is lo oking for a profession al to take financial
responsibility for on e of th eir divisions
located in the Midwest. Positio n will
require financial statement preparation
and analysis, as well as coordinate with
IS. The individual in this h ighly visible
position will b e a key m em b er o f th e
project m anagem en t team . CMA is a
plus. Excellen t benefits an d a salary in
the mid 50's.

One hundred million dollar advertising
company has an opportunity with in
their corporate finance dep artm en t.
Candidate should possess five plus
years in the advertising field an d have
experience with cash managem ent and
client billing. Th is person will o versee
all accountin g and fin ance issues an d
supervise six to eight emplo yees. CMA
and B.S. in accounting desired. Benefits
package includes salary to $65,000.

Public com pany specializing in apparel
man ufactu rin g is looking for an
accounting professional with related
prior experience. Accounts receivable
facto rin g exp erience would be a plus.
Th is position requires SEC, AS400,
Real World and Excel knowledge.
Can did ate will supervise a staff of 10
Accounting Managers. Good benefits
and a salary to $80,100.
CPA wanted
ence in ind us
imp lem entati
stron g accoC
experience.
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The ideal candidate will have a publishin g backgro un d with SEC experience.
Will be respo nsible for leading general
accounting, accounts payable, accounts
receivable and credit divisions. Position
requ ires excellent supervisory skills
and a hand s -on attitude. Prior experien ce with a p u blicly traded com pany
is preferred, CMA a plus. Salary to
$90,000 with excellent benefits.
Internation al engineering/construction
firm seeks afast -track professional as
their Divisional Controller. This highly
responsible individual will have at least
five years' experience with heavy industry exposure. CMA desired for this visible position. The next step will be VP!
Salary dependent upon experience.
CPA with Big 6 experience is preferred
fo r th is exciting opportunity. Position
in vo lves presentations to senior m anagement and Board of Directors, coordinating y ear -end audits and evaluating
financial operation systems. Will also
analyze finan cial statem ents, budget
forecasts and supervise 25 employees.
Requires 10 plus years' experience with
at least fiv e y e ars in a m anagem ent
capacity and strong technical and communication skills. Salary to $95,000
with excellent benefits.

This challenging position needs a CMA
to lead this company to the next level.
Responsibilities include direct consolidations, cost budgeting and SEC reporting. Prior experience with a retail
and/or wholesale/distribution company
is preferred. Don't let this opportunity
pass you by! Excellent benefits package
includes a salary to $99,900.

Privately held m anufacturing com pany
seeks a professional for their corporate
headquarters. Position offers high visibility! In addition to m aintaining the
cost system, analysis, budgeting and
forecasting, this individual will be part
of the executive managem ent com mittee as an advisor. Must have over three
years of cost experience and a BS
degree in Accounting. CMAIAS400
experience a plus. Salary to $55,000
and benefits.

Specialized, industry- leading financial
consulting and software development
firm is seeking a detail- oriented professional. Areas of responsibility include
accounting and financial reporting,
budgeting, cost and revenue control,
employee benefits, personnel, payroll
and tax compliance. Solid interpersonal
and computer skills a must. BS/BA in
Accounting is desired, CPA a plus.
Salary to $55,000 plus benefits.
This m id -size organization involved in
the shipping business seeks a CMA
with over three years of accounting
experience to supervise a staff of four.
Duties of the position include preparation of financial statem ents and general ledger and all financial analysis. This
highly prom otable position requires a
professional with excellent supervisory
skills. Superior benefits and salary to
$48,000.

CHARTER specializes in the
placement of Accounting professionals nationwide. Positions range from Cost Acctg,
Managers to CFO's. Please call
to discuss current positions at:
800 - 700.0103
Fax y o ur resum e to :
803 -1335 -7749
Visit our website at:
www.bfservs.com/
charter /charter.html
Ch art er Ca reer
Co nsu ltants, Inc.
P.O. Box 918
Winnsboro, SC 29180
Our client companies
pay our fees.

TAX SEASON IS OVER...
IS IT TIME TO FIND A
NEW DEPRECIATION
PROGRAM?
Asset Keeper will save you
time, money, and make next
tax season easier. Call for our
free demo and info packet.
Pro -Ware

CONTROLLER
Community Blood Center, a
non - profit organization, seeks
a highly qualified individual to
direct and manage the Accounting, Finance, Billing, Accounts Payable/Receivable, and
Payroll Departments. Must
have excellent written and
verbal communication skills.
Bachelor's degree in Accounting, Finance or related field required. CPA or MBA preferred.
Experienced in a variety of financial areas with 5 -10 years
of increasing responsibility a
must. CBC offers a team oriented environment with a competitive wage and benefit pack
age, Send resumes to:
Human Resources
Community Blood Center
349 S. Main St.
Dayton, OH 45402
CBC supports a smoke and
drug free environment.

EDUCATION
CALL (800) 87 -GLEIM
Highest quality, lowest cost!
Up -to -date CMA/CFM review

13930 Gold Circle, Suite 104

books/softwa re.

Omaha, NE 68144
(402) 330 -2517
Fax: (402) 330 -2496

Free brochure /demo disk.
CFM available NOW!
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The road begins with The Certified Management Accountant Program.

E

very day, the business pages report another
corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger. And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and
the constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
or you're a recent graduate in the field of Finance,
Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The�CMA�designation�—�the�only�certification
program of its kind for finance, accounting, and
management�pro fessionals�—� is�recognized
supported and endorsed by most senior executives

,

at t o p co rp o r a tio n s t h r o u g h o u t th e co u n t ry .

The Institute of Management Accountants is
the largest management accounting organization
in the world and since 1919 has been an invaluable
source of personal and professional development
opportunities for its members.
To find out more about how membership in the
prestigious Institute of Management Accountants can
lead to CMA certification and future success in
today's complex marketplace, call 1- 800- 638 -4427.
You'll receive a free issue of the Institute's award winning magazine Management Accounting.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
CERTIFIED MANAGEMENTACCOUNTANTPROGRAM
CERTIFIED IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTPROGRAM

Register now for fu lly compu ter -ba sed exa m beginning in December.

ont.nuing
Education
Linda Mitchusson, Editor

ANEWMEMBERINTERESTGROUP
FORIMAMEMBERSWORKINGINSMALLCOMPANIES
have a complaint," said the membelong to Sales or Production would
"I
ber when he called the IMA last fall.
come to me." For instance, many finan"Too much of what you publish concerns only big businesses. I work in a
small firm," he continued, "and I have
no interest in FASB or financial
shared services or derivatives. I want
information I can use —like how to
control accounts receivable without
turning them over to an expensive collection agency, and how to set up a
compensation plan for salespeople."

An ideatakes shape: New MIG
emerges.That conversation was the
start of an idea. Although IMA demographic statistics don't give us a full
picture of the size of companies our
members work in, we believe at least
half of you are in companies with revenues below $50 million. While a $50million business is far from a mom and -pop operation, management
accountants in companies that size or
smaller, especially if closely held, have
a whole set of special interests.
To respond to those special interests, we are creating a new Member
Interest Group specifically for IMA
members in smaller companies —the
Small Business Council. And members of that MIG will get their own
monthly, 4 -6 -page newsletter—SmallBusiness Update— focusing on their
concerns.

Topicsfor small-businessupdate:
Beyond the traditional. We recognize
that accountants and financial managers in small businesses wear many
hats. According to one member who
was employed by a small company for
several years, "Anything that didn't
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cial managers also oversee Human Resources and Information Technology.
As a result, our newsletter will cover a
broad range of areas, both traditional
and nontraditional. Here is a sampling: financial accounting, raising
capital, cash management, relationships with banks, relationships with
owners/officers, credit/collection, estate
planning, capital structure, government regulations, tax planning, ethics,
benefit and profit- sharing plans, using
information technology, internal controls, insurance, dealing with an outside CPA, employee relations.
As with the other MIG newsletters,
Controllers Update and Cost Management Update, we remain open to members' ideas and suggestions for articles. We want you to think of the
newsletters as your newsletters —the
place where you can share information
with others in similar positions in other companies.

Not only anewsletter: Membership
directory, Internet and more. If you
join the Small- Business Council, you
will get more than a newsletter.
All MIG members are listed in a
Membership Directory, which is published annually and distributed to all
members. This Directory, which lists
members alphabetically and by state,
also gives a description of members'
job responsibilities, making it easier to
network effectively.
Our "listserv" program is a new service for MIG members which enables
them to have open dialogues on the
Web. Members can send an e-mail to
all other participating members simply by mailing the message to one address; members can then reply to the
same address, and the response likewise gets delivered to all participants.
In one recent week, members asked —
and got answers to—questions about
accepting foreign credit cards, implementing an integrated transaction system, and EVA.
MIG members also get discounts on
specified education programs, and that
discount equals the $75 cost of annual
membership in a MIG.
We are always working on new educational and networking opportunities
for MIG members. Foremost among
our current plans are a chatroom on
the Internet, already in the trial stage,
with experts in various fields to lead
scheduled chats, and interactive telephone conferences on different top ics—a time - saving alternative for
those of you who can't get away from
the office to take outside courses.

To get more information or sign up
now. To become a charter member of
the Small- Business Council, enroll before July 1(our startup date) and
membership will cost $65 instead of
the regular $75. Or simply request
your free copy of the July issue of the
newsletter —the premiere issue —and
we will send it to you. Either way, call
(800) 638 -4427, ext. 219.
If you are coming to the Annual
Conference in Orlando, Fla. (June 2225), visit us at the IMA booth. MIGs
will have a table there with information, including sample newsletters and
a computer to show features of our
Website.—Karen Sanders, EditolDirector
Member Interest Groups
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RESOURCES ARE LEANER.
AND THE BUCK STOPS W I TH YOU.
...HYPE JUST W ON'T CUT IT ANYMORE.

Stop crunching and start analyzing. With
CFO Vision you can visualize your business
interactively ... and gain control of information to spot opportunities and risks faster
than ever before. Reengineer the entire
process of financial consolidation, reporting,
and analysis ... as you accelerate the flow
of information to decision makers at every
level of your organization.
With the click of a mouse:
• Understand the facts beyond the figures.
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• Improve timeliness and availability of
business reporting.
• Analyze every "slice" of your business —
from branch profitability to product cost
analysis —in any currency.
Powerful, award- winning data warehousing,
OLAP, graphics, and EIS capabilities are all
included in one fully integrated, easy -to -use
solution. It's all yours from one vendor:
SAS Institute, with a proven track record
for continuous innovation and reliable
support at more than 29,000 organizations
worldwide... including the Fortune 100.
Fo r a f re e p re vie w o f CF O V is ion, jus t
give us a c all o r s e nd us E -m ail at

im a @sas .com

919.677,8200 Fax919.677.4444 In Canada 1.800.363.8397 www.sas.com /vision/

/A/

SAS is a registered trademark. and CFO Vision a trademark,
of SAS Institute Inc. Copyright a 1996 by SAS Institute Inc.

